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Preface! 
By Phyllis Kosik, President 
Alberta Women's Institutes 
Because 2005 was the centennial year of 
the Province of Alberta, the council of the 
Alberta Women's Institutes thought it would be 
nice to include school children in our 
celebration. To that end, we thought an essay 
contest, open to Grades 4, 5 and 6, would be 
appropriate. We chose the titles that they were 
to use, hence so many with the same title. 
You will see that in a couple of Districts, 
the District Director and her helpers, decided to 
have first, second and third in each grade. In 
other Districts, there is first, second and third in 
the whole District. 
We typed up these entries as presented to 
us. We have not corrected the grammar or 
punctuation to any extent. So these are as they 
were sent in to us. 
We wish to thank all the children who 
participated. The decisions for placement were 
extremely difficult in all Districts throughout 
the Province. We took all the first place 
• 
I 
winners to choose the provincial first. It was a 
close competition. We wish we could publish 
all of the entries. 
Congratulations to all the winners, at 
all levels! We appreciate your participation in 
our little contest. 
We hope that you enjoy this book! For 
those of you who get to read this book, who do 
not live in our Province of Alberta, we hope the 
students have all given you a picture of where 
we live, and hope that you will visit us and visit 
us often. 
The first story in this book is the over all 
winner from the whole province. 
Congratulations Taylor! 
All students did a terrific job and I hope 
their parents and schools are as proud of you as 
we are. Again Congratulations to All of You! 
Keep writing and keep entering as many 
competitions as you can as it is a wonderful 
hobby as well, you never know.. ..You might 
become the next literary celebrity! 
My Family History 
By Taylor Fox, 
Delburne Centralized School, Delburne 
First, Grade 4 in District 3 
PROVINCIAL FIRST WINNER 
My great Grandpa's name was 
Herbert Fox. He was born in Sheffield, 
England In 1880. When he was 13, he went 
to work at a coal mine in England, at 18; he 
joined the Scot's Guards at Buckingham 
Palace. In 1900, great grandpa went to the 
Boer War in South Africa. The war lasted 
until 1902 and he returned home. In 1905 
he married Florence Osguthorpe. She was 
born in Sheffield, England in 1886. 
In November of 1905, their first child 
Frank was born. With promise of a better 
future, Great Grandpa sailed from England 
to Glace Bay, Nova Scotia in 1907 where 
he got a job in the coal- mine. Soon after, 
my Great Grandma and Frank also moved 
to Canada. Their second child, Herbert, 
was born in Nova Scotia later that year. 
In the summer of 1908 they moved to 
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Canmore, Alberta. Great Grandpa worked 
in the coalmines and Great Grandma 
boarded some miners. In 1910 their third 
child, a daughter, Emma was born at 
Canmore. In 1911, their fourth child, 
Gordon, was born, but died at birth. 
That same year, Great Grandpa 
decided he would like to go homesteading. 
He filed a homestead at Consort, Alberta. 
They returned to Canmore until April of 
1912. When they moved to Consort they 
built a sod shack to live in. They bought 
some machinery and broke some land. 
Their fifth child, Thomas was born in 
October of 1912. There was no crop this 
first year because they had just broken up 
the native prairie sod. 
They moved to Dinant, (north of 
Camrose) where Great Grandpa again 
worked in the coalmines. In the spring of 
1913, they returned to Consort to the 
homestead. In October of 1914, my 
Grandpa Harold Fox, the sixth child, was 
born at Consort. Later that fall they moved 
back to Dinant where Great Grandpa was a 
coal miner again. 
In 1916, the seventh child, Albert was 
born. In the spring of 1917, they moved to 
a rented farm south of Camrose and Great 
Grandpa worked in the mine at Dinant 
again. 
In the spring of 1918, they again 
moved to the homestead at Consort. They 
built a new house because the sod shack 
had fallen down. In November, the eighth 
child, Vera, was born. 
In the spring of 1919, they moved 
again, to Rita Lake, near Cold Lake, 
Alberta, where they built a house. They 
raised cattle on shares, with an uncle. That 
summer, the oldest son, Frank, drowned 
while crossing a river with a team of 
horses. The winter was very cold and harsh 
and many of the cattle died. 
In the spring of 1920, they returned to 
Consort. All they had was one milk cow and 
their farm machinery. In April of 1921, they 
got their first car, a Model T Ford, and their 
ninth child, Walter was born. They 
continued to farm at Consort. Their tenth 
child, Evelyn, was born in October of 1922. 
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Their eleventh and last child, Amy, was 
born in February of 1925. 
In 1928, another half-section of land 
was bought. Great Grandpa drove a school 
van for many years to help make enough 
money to feed the family. 
1928 was the start of the Great 
Depression. There was no rain, no crops, 
dust storms and no feed for the animals. So 
in April of 1933, again broke, they walked 
away from their farm at Consort and moved 
to Joffre, where they rented a farm. Finally, 
they had good crops, enough feed for the 
cattle and horses and some money to live 
on. They could finally afford peanut butter 
and jam sandwiches instead of the lard and 
salt ones they had eaten for many years. 
In 1940, Great Grandma and Grandpa 
moved to Red Deer, where Great Grandpa 
worked for T. Eaton Company. 
In 1942, my Grandpa Harold Fox, 
joined the army and was shipped over seas 
to France. In January of 1945, my Great 
Grandpa died, after a short illness. My 
Grandpa didn't know for several weeks that 
his dad had died. He got a letter from his 
sister, Amy, with the sad news. My 
Grandpa returned home from World War II 
in early 1946. He married Ada Whittemore 
in June of 1947. My Great Grandma lived in 
Red Deer until she died in November of 
1969. 
Why I Like Alberta 
By Summer Dawn Anderson, 
Centralized School, Delburne 
First, Grade 5 in District 3 
Alberta is where I grew up and as I 
think back over the last eleven years, I 
realize that I've had an adventurous life. 
Alberta is a great place to live because 
there is so much to offer, from gorgeous 
mountains, colorful skies, grass prairies, tall 
forests, bright blue mountain lakes and 
desert-like badlands. It also offers 
Chinooks (warm winds) in the winter and 
gives us a break from the cold weather. 
I've been able to explore these sites 
by skiing down the mountains and hiking 
through the forests in Banff National Park. I 
get to go swimming in the rivers and lakes 
of Alberta, when we go camping. While I 
was in these National Parks and 
campgrounds, I noticed that this province 
has a large variety of wonderful wildlife and 
nature, including the wild rose bush our 
provincial flower. One animal I am glad I 
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haven't seen yet Is a RAT! Alberta is rat 
free! 
In the badlands near Drumheller, I 
have discovered fossils while digging for 
dinosaur bones with my father and sister. 
My family h£3 spent many weekends on 
the prairies watching rodeos. At these 
events, I groomed a horse, went horseback 
riding and played games for prizes. 
There are still a lot of things I haven't 
seen or done yet in Alberta like the 
Saddledome, Olympic Oval, Canada 
Olympics Park and McMahon Stadium 
where athletes train (Calgary Flames, 
Katrina Lamay Doan, Peter Luder and the 
Calgary Stampeders) and just outside of 
Calgary, Vulcan's enormous space ship. 
Farther north there is Vegreville which has 
the largest Easter Egg, and in Edmonton, 
the West Edmonton Mall to explore or the 
Edmonton Eskimos or Oilers to watch. 
Every morning I wake up and look 
outside my window to see the beautiful 
sunrise and say to myself, "Oh, what a 
lucky girl I am to live in a province like 
Alberta! 
Why I Like Alberta 
By Emily Carty 
Breton Elementary, Breton 
First, Grade 4 in District 3 
I like Alberta because it is such a beautiful 
place to be. I like Alberta because there are 
lots of places to be. I like traveling places. I 
like going to Red Deer, Sylvan Lake and I 
like to see the museums all around Alberta. 
I love Alberta so much. 
Restaurants, sports, music, dance, 
and theatres are the best activities I've ever 
tried. Dance and sports are my favorite 
things to do. I love being a citizen and 
helping at the playground so no one will get 
hurt and cry. The best thing in town is the 
schools because I like to help little kids in 
school if they get hurt. 
I love Alberta with all my heart. 
So does Dad. He loves it so much because 
it's the coolest. Alberta has lots of things to 
do like going to the park with my friends 
and family. Lots of friends and people live 
here in Alberta. Most people are kind and 
care about you like my family. We can vote 
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for our presidents. We like our Premier. 
People care because they feel sorry 
for you. The best person that helped me 
was my dad's mom. She treated me really, 
really good, like a princess in a kingdom, I 
loved my grandma. She was the best 
because every time I fell she would give me 
a frosted cookie. It tasted really good like 
strawberries and strawberries are good too. 
I love fast food because then I do not 
have to cook because I hate to cook my 
own dinner. I like to go to the river with food 
and I like to go swimming too. Swimming is 
the best thing I ever did before. Food is the 
best. Chicken is good food in the 
restaurants. 
I love living in Alberta. 
Why I Like Alberta! 
By Hannah Bradshaw, 
Leslieville Elementary, Leslieville 
Third, Grade 6 in District 3 
Alberta is a great place to live 
because of all of the fascinating wildlife and 
landscapes found here. We have 
everything from the small brown bat to the 
huge ferocious grizzly bear in different 
habitats. Because I love animals, I really 
enjoy living in sunny Alberta. 
My favorite animal found here is the 
woodland caribou, but sadly, this animal is 
added to the Alberta endangered species 
list. Slowly, the numbers of the woodland 
caribou are decreasing steadily. One 
reason is that it takes an astonishing 80 to 
150 years for a forest to grow enough 
lichens for one caribou. Another reason is 
that logging, coal mining and oil and gas 
exploration, has taken away most of the 
caribou's main habitat. Thankfully it is 
illegal to shoot or disturb a caribou in any 
way in Alberta. That is why I like Wildlife 
Unlimited, the Alberta Environment 
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protection organizations like Ducks 
Protection, and the Fish and Wildlife branch 
(another reason to like Alberta!) 
I also love the many landscapes in 
Alberta ranging from the large boasting 
mountains and rolling foothills to the flat 
plains. In between them lie marshlands, 
forests, rivers and small ponds and lakes. 
I'll start with the mountains. It has 
many animals including the big horn sheep 
and many other amazing animals that 
come with the breath-taking mountains. 
Then there are the foothills. Surprisingly, 
these hills aren't very good for anything. 
You can't grow crops on them because 
they are too rugged, but they are good for 
hiking, especially when you get up into the 
mountains. Next on the list are flat plains. 
Plains are important to Alberta because we 
need them to grow all of our crops, such as 
wheat, barley and flax. 
Then there are the beautiful calming 
lakes, and the wonderful sparkling rivers. 
Water spaces are home to an equal part of 
Alberta's wildlife. That is why we should be 
careful what we do when we are around 
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water. Even though oceans and lakes 
might be good for drilling for oil and gas, we 
have to be careful we don't harm the 
environment like accidentally cause an oil 
spill. Oil spills from rigs in the water can 
seriously endanger the animals living there. 
So whenever I walk outside I always 
look at all of the wondrous landscapes and 
wildlife found here in Alberta. I look at the 
squirrels and the birds and the towering 
trees that hold them. I look at the rolling 
hills and the farmers' crops. I look at all the 
fascinating things found in Alberta. That's 
why I like Alberta! 
Alberta, The Princess Province 
By Brittany Taylor, 
Leslieville Elementary, Leslieville 
First, Grade 6 in District 3 
Alberta is known as a princess 
province. I know that you most likely think I 
am going to talk about princesses, dragons 
and fairies. Yah Right! I'm a 12-year-old 
cowgirl and that is the last thing on my 
mind. Now why do people call it a princess 
province? Well maybe it's because it was 
named after the fourth daughter of Queen 
Victoria of England. This lady's name in 
Princess Louise Carole Alberta. Princess 
Louise was soon married in 1882. Marquis 
of Lome was her groom and also governor 
general between 1878 and 1882. On the 
most exciting day for Alberta in 1905, when 
it officially became a part of Canada. 
Long ago, over thousands of year 
back, there was a gigantic lake, which 
covered most of Alberta. There is 
geological evidence, when there was a 
prehistorical time, there were dinosaurs 
roaming the land and swam the lake back 
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more than 40,000 years ago. Now there are 
bones to be dug up. Many found in the 
badlands just waiting to be dug up. 
Prehistoric sites provide glacial information 
of its history. 
Before white men came to the 
province natives spread across the prairie. 
As white men came they wanted to move 
westward for pelts. On their journey they 
created two companies. The English called 
their company the Hudson's Bay Company 
and the French named their company the 
St. Lawrence Company. They carried 
goods from their country trading the natives 
for beaver pelts. In their country, beaver 
were vary scarce and made beautiful hats. 
Not before long, greed over money took 
over the minds of the French and English 
and then they started to fight. For many 
years they fought and fought and trading 
relationships between white man and 
native allowed most of Alberta to be 
mapped. Soon they both got along and 
made many forts. Two of the biggest forts 
in Alberta are Fort Edmonton and Fort 
Calgary. In 1867 Canada was known as the 
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British Empire. 
Ever think that Alberta would be under 
a royal charter? Alberta was granted in the 
charter of 1670 a.d. Hudson's Bay 
Company legally held tremendous power 
over every sparkling river that emptied into 
the bay. Not before long, around 1869, the 
country transported the rights for a new 
government. They exchanged the rights for 
cash and also land. The land was renamed 
the North West Territories. During the land 
swap, American traders started to build 
forts all across the U.S.A. to have natives 
trade. Around 1873 a party of Americans 
massacred a band of Assiniboine Indians. 
When the Canadian government heard 
about this massacre they formed the North 
West Mounted Police, now known as the 
RCMP (Royal Canadian Mounted Police). 
Remember now they didn't have as 
much technology such as computers and 
phones. Back around 1874, three hundred 
people entered the mounted police. They 
were sent up north like in the North West 
Territories. They had plenty bravery which 
made legends of themselves for the next 
two years. As they did all the stuff they did, 
they made laws in the newly formed 
province. 
At the dawn of the 1880's, there were 
only three white settlements in Alberta. 
They were Fort Macleod, Forts Edmonton 
and Calgary. 
Soon they were connected by northern 
extinction of the Whoop-Up days from the 
whisky fort days. 
Well there you have some of Alberta's 
history. This province holds a great future 
for its people, land and culture. 
Alberta, The Place To Be 
By Hayley Thorimbert 
Breton Elementary School 
First, Grade 5 in District 3 
Alberta is my home. I was born and 
raised here. It is a great place to live. The 
landscape of hills and plains are a beautiful 
sight to me. Alberta also has beautiful lakes 
and rivers and a ton of animals like deer, 
moose, elk coyotes, birds, squirrels, foxes, 
badgers and mice. If you sit quietly, you 
might hear some animals squeaking, 
chirping or howling in the distance. 
I love Alberta. My family and me live 
on an acreage with a horse and lots of 
different animals. Because we have lots of 
land, we can go quadding and 
snowmobiling anytime we want. The town 
near us has lots of fun and recreation for all 
ages. It has golfing, dancing, baton twirling, 
camping and many more things to do. 
The Canada Goose is one of the 
reasons I love Alberta. They live in Alberta 
only in the summer and they always fly 
together in flocks. Canada geese are great 
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communicators - that's where they got their 
name "honker" from. They also make other 
sounds including cackles, grunts and 
hisses. They do this to greet each other, 
warn others and to keep in touch flying and 
calling their young. There is a pair of geese 
that come to our pond every spring and 
have their babies. They stay for the 
summer and then fly south. 
Alberta's population is 2,696,826. Its 
size is 661,190 square kilometers. The 
capital city is Edmonton. The main 
industries are oil production, mining, 
agriculture and cattle ranching. Alberta's 
motto is Fortis Et Liber, which means 
strong and free. The coat of arms has the 
cross of St. George, Saint of England, and 
Alberta's landscape, mountains, foothills, 
prairies and grain fields. Around the shield 
are a beaver, lion, pronghorn and wild 
roses. Alberta's flag has the provincial 
shield centered on a background of royal 
blue, one of Alberta's official colours. The 
flower, the wild rose, produces scarlet 
berries that are used as winter foods by 
birds. The official bird of Alberta is the great 
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horned owl. The owl hunts ducks, rabbits 
and other small animals at night. The 
animal of Alberta is the Rocky Mountain 
Bighorn Sheep. They are usually on the 
upper slopes of the mountains. The tree of 
Alberta is the lodge pole pine and the 
petrified wood is most popular in Alberta. 
The highest point of Alberta is Mount 
Columbia in the Rockies. Skiing, canoeing 
and wildlife watching are popular activities 
at Jasper National Park. The prairie is a 
treeless grass plain. It was once an ancient 
seabed. Now it is used for growing wheat. 
The Taiga plains are low lands of marches 
and swamps with permafrost underneath 
the few trees that grow here. 
Alberta got its name frcm Queen 
Victoria's fourth daughter, Princess Louise 
Carolina Alberta and is the most westerly of 
the prairie provinces. The rolling foothills of 
Southern Alberta make excellent ranch 
country and the grasslands are good for 
growing wheat. Further north, pine and 
spruce forests cover the province with 
many glacier fed rivers and lakes. With 
such cold winters and warm summers, 
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southern Albertans look forward to 
Chinooks, the warming winds that blow out 
of the mountains in late January. 
Settled by people of many heritages, 
the province was first know for wheat and 
cattle production. From the 1950's to the 
1980's, oil discoveries made it rich. Today, 
the manufacturing of oil products, plastic, 
forest products and computers is also 
important. 
Alberta also used to have dinosaurs. I 
know, because they found tons of flesh 
eating Albertosaurus's bones in the rocky 
shale of Drumheller in the desert-like 
badlands. The badlands were created 
when the river wore away the soft rock, 
leaving bluffs, gullies and rock towers 
called hoodoos. 
I also love Alberta because of the 
beautiful scenery. Glacier lilies, red 
heather, snowdrops and mushrooms are 
some flowers that I really like. Maligne 
Pass in Jasper National Park, an oil pump 
in a bunch of water lilies and daisies, Mount 
Columbia, Castle Mountain, Bow River and 
even old fashioned rocks in the sand are all 
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things I have seen in Alberta and thought 
they were fascinating. Alberta has a ton of 
scenes that I love. 
Alberta is also the place to be, 
because we have freedom. Some 
examples of our freedom are freedom from 
war, freedom of speech and freedom for 
voting - that's why Alberta is a free place. 
In my opinion, there is no better place 
to be than Alberta. 
Alberta, The Place To Be 
By Tyler Keim, 
Hugh Sutherland School, Carstairs 
Honourable Mention in District 3 
Hello! I'm an Eagle and I am touring 
Alberta. You might think I'm some weird 
animal, but I'm flying over the greatest 
outdoor show in the world. Can you guess 
it? You're right! It's the Calgary Stampede! I 
can also see rides, the rodeo, the chuck 
wagons and the most important thing of 
all....The Cotton Candy! Mmmmm 
Don't forget hockey and football too! 
Did you know Calgary is the fourth 
largest city in Canada? Well that's about all 
to see in Calgary. 
I just flew over Banff, Canada. WOW! 
It's huge! Look at those mountains! They're 
big too! 
There are lots of skiing places. Oh my, 
it's so big! Too bad we have to move on to 
the agricultural land, the prairies in central 
Alberta. 
I'm hungry! Hey! There's a gopher! I'm 
going to eat it. Mmmmmmmmmmmm 
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that was good! I see farmers planting their 
crops. Too bad we have to move on to 
Edmonton! Did you know that West 
Edmonton Mall is the biggest mall in 
Alberta? They have hockey and football 
too. Edmonton is the home of the 
Edmonton Oilers and Edmonton Eskimos. 
There is lots of oil and gas here too! Lots of 
people have job^ here. 
A bit further north I can see the Peace 
River. It's really big! And there's Lake 
Athabasca. Maybe a little fishing would be 
good. Maybe I can see some forest wildlife. 
The Woodpeckers and Blue Jays are 
my cousins and there's Uncle Sparrow. 
There's a lot of bugs and campers here too. 
Well that's a little bit of the great province of 
Alberta and why it's the place to be! 
There's my home. I almost forgot to 
tell you who I am! My name is Tyler, the 
Eagle. I live in the North West Territories, 
my nesting place. I'm saying goodbye but I 
will see you on my return trip. 
Alberta, The Place To Be 
By Jesse Mihalcheon, Grade 4 
St. Martin's School, Vegreville 
First, Grade 4 in District 2 
I love Alberta because it's the perfect 
place to live all year round. It has many 
things available to the people that live here. 
Banff and Jasper have the hot springs and 
are close to Lake Louise. South of Calgary, 
you can see the mountains and foothills. 
Central Alberta has the prairies and the 
northern part has thick forests. There are 
lakes where you can go camping and 
fishing plus mountains where you can go 
skiing. Alberta has five national parks. They 
include Wood Buffalo, Jasper, Banff, Elk 
Island, and Waterton. Here you can watch 
animals, stargaze, climb mountains, hike or 
just relax and breathe in the fresh air. 
Alberta's population is about three million 
people with many different backgrounds. 
They live in large cities or small 
communities in the middle of nowhere. The 
towns and cities are friendly and always 
welcome people from near and far. They 
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have facilities for you to go skating, 
swimming, golfing, playing hockey, or 
touring. 
There are many sites to see such as 
Vegreville's Pysanka, Mundare's sausage, 
Andrew's mallard duck, Glendon's perogy, 
Vilna's mushroom, and Smoky Lake's 
pumpkin. Edmonton's West Edmonton Mall 
is known all over the world. Fort McMurray 
has the Oil Sands along with the big 
machinery used to refine it. The Tyrrell 
Museum at Drumheller is home to Alberta's 
dinosaurs. Calgary is known for its great 
big stampede and Taber grows the finest 
corn. 
Alberta is well known for many things. 
The wild rose, the great horned owl, the big 
horned sheep, the lodge pole pine, and the 
bull trout are its emblems. National Hockey 
League stars Jarome Iginla, Daymond 
Langkow, and the famous Sutter brothers 
were all born here. Becky Scott skied her 
way to an Olympic medal with many 
different resources. It supplies one third of 
Canada's oil, gas and coal. There is also 
lots of farmland and we make bread from 
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the wheat and other grains that are grown 
here. Down south, Albertans have large 
cattle ranches where they raise Alberta 
Beef. Everyone living in this province and 
their children are able to go to great 
schools and hospitals. 
I love Alberta! It's the best in all 
of Canada and I am proud to call Alberta 
my home. 
Why I Like Alberta 
By Jon Sewell 
Valhalla School 
First, Grade 4 in District 1 
Alberta, home of the mighty moose, 
deep green forests, fresh mountain air, and 
wheat fields! The population of this great 
land is approximately 2,696,826. The 
provincial flower is the beautiful wild rose. 
The coat of arms shows the different types 
of land in Alberta, wheat fields, the prairies, 
the rolling hills, and the Rocky Mountains. 
These are all facts of Alberta, but the thing I 
like most about my province is that it is the 
land of opportunities. This province offers 
opportunities in employment, recreation, 
and education that are unique to our area. 
You can have any job you want in 
Alberta. You can go to college or university 
and get trainir.j in business and become a 
banker, get training in a professional career 
and become a doctor, or get training in a 
trade and become a mechanic. You could 
find employment in the oil sector because 
we are rich in fossil fuel and our oil patch is 
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booming. You could enter the exploration, 
drilling, or even the production department. 
Maybe the country is the place for you. You 
could ranch cows for meat and dairy, or 
maybe pigs or chickens. You could grow 
wheat, barley, or oats in the rich soil our 
land offers. The sky is the limit. If you're 
willing to put in the effort you can do 
anything. 
This great province offers many 
opportunities in recreation too. The Rocky 
Mountains offer amazing skiing and 
snowboarding areas as well as offering 
tourism. In the lush forests there is wild 
game such as deer, elk, and moose. In the 
mighty rivers there are trout and jackfish to 
catch and by most rivers and lakes there 
are camp sites. In the towns and cities 
there are usually ice rinks on which you can 
go skating on or even in which to go 
swimming. Outside some cities there are 
national parks like Jasper, Banff, Elk Island, 
and Waterton Lakes. We also have the 
Columbia Icefield. 
Education is an important part of our 
world. Alberta has tons of educational 
opportunities. We have historical sites like 
Drumheller and Pipestone. We have 
festivals like tne Heritage Festival to learn 
about other cultures. As well, we have so 
many museums that I've lost count! There 
are also colleges and universities with huge 
amounts of information. Most schools have 
libraries with tons of information too! 
I love my province. From north to 
south we will stand strong and protect our 
province. Alberta, a free province that is 
worth living in, worth fighting for! People out 
there love our province for opportunities it 
provides. It might be in employment, it 
might be in recreation, it might be in 
education. Whatever the opportunity, 
Alberta provides it. Thank you. 
Why I Like Alberta 
By Kelsey Tofeland 
Valhalla School 
First, Grade 6 in District 1 
Alberta Is a clean and free place. 
Alberta is not polluted. It is a place where 
everyone is friendly and everybody 
respects his or her neighbours. The country 
is lively and the schools are full of spirit and 
determination. All of the children respect 
his or her elders. Alberta is full of 
civilization and laughter. Alberta has a lot of 
beef lovers and Alberta beef is awesome. 
Our flag stand high! 
I know that a lot of Albertans love 
hockey and so do I. I play for the 
Beaverlodge Girls Pee Wee Team. We are 
doing really good and love it when we win a 
game. Albertans have high spirits and love 
to play hockey as well. I know a lot of kids 
like to play hockey and a lot of kids have 
dreams to make it to the National Hockey 
League or the Olympics. I like the fact that 
Alberta allows girls to play hockey as well. I 
also like the fact that no matter if you are a 
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girl or boy you still cheer each other on. Not 
only do kids play Albertan hockey but 
adults do too. I love Albertan hockey! 
Often, I think to myself what it would 
be if Alberta were to be invaded by lots of 
people. Then Alberta would not be a free 
place, but I doubt and hope that will ever 
happen. If I were to be given a choice in 
which province to live in, I would 
automatically pick Alberta. I am Albertan! I 
like Alberta! Alberta is the place to be! 
Alberta's information is fascinating as 
well. The capital of Alberta is Edmonton. 
Alberta is one of the greatest oil-producing 
regions in North America. On the provincial 
coat of arms, the cross of St. George at the 
top symbolizes Alberta's historic 
association with Great Britain. The 
mountains and foothills in the center stand 
for the Canadian Rockies. The field of 
wheat at the bottom represents Alberta's 
chief agricultural crop. The coat of arms 
was adopted in 1907. Alberta does not 
have a provincial flag. The floral emblem is 
the Wild Rose. 
The Calgary Stampede is probably 
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Alberta's most popular annual event. This 
week-long rodeo, featuring exciting Chuck 
Wagon Races every evening, is held in 
Calgary each July. Alberta is the place to 
be! It is free, it is full of excitement and it is 
a loving and caring place. I like the fact that 
Alberta is a province where there are so 
many great thing going on, like the Annual 
Bonspiel, the International Collegiate Ski 
Meet, the Jasper Winter Carnival, the 
Spring Livestock Show, and the Summer 
Festival. 
Often people come from lots of other 
places and have a vacation in Alberta. 
They can visit the biggest mall in the world, 
the West Edmonton Mall there is lots to do 
there. They can go skiing and 
snowboarding in Banff and Jasper and a lot 
more places. Those are only a few places 
there are still lots more. 
I like Alberta for every single one of 
these reasons, don't you? Alberta is 
definitely the real amazing, fantastic, 
exciting, fascinating, place to live in forever 
and evermore. I love Alberta! It is the place 
to be! 
Alberta, the Place To Be 
By Timothy Lepp 
Valhalla School 
First, Grade 5 in District 1 
The place to be is Alberta. Why? It 
has a ton of resources, but the U.SS. 
always takes them away. We have 
resources such as oil, gas, coal, wood, and 
rich soil. The soil is so rich, you could farm 
anything on awesome land if we only had 
Summer. In Alberta, we farm fescue, hay, 
canola and wheat. 
It has both city and country scenes. 
We have the country to exercise, have fun, 
and play games. Alberta has jobs, snow, 
sun, Indian Summer, and Spring. It's like all 
countries in one. 
It lies in a country that made a sport 
called hockey. We have the Rocky 
Mountains, Banff, Jasper, Calgary, 
Edmonton, and Valhalla Centre. Calgary is 
a tourist spot because it has the Stampede 
for some rodeo action. Yee - Haw!! The 
Calgary Tower should get a spin on the 
tourism. The Calgary Zoo is bearing up on 
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the list. The Calgary Museum is really 
Tutty! Drumheller's Dinosaur Museum is 
really dino-mite! Or is it exploring the 
badlands that thrills you the most (or kills)? 
Or maybe it's going on archeology digs is 
what you do? Or maybe it's Edmonton and 
its Provincial Museum that shows your 
knowledge of your history? The C.F.R. that 
really bucks you off? The Space Science 
Centre (Odysseum) that really blows you 
up ? Or maybe shopping at the West 
Edmonton Mall (W.E.M.) will drive you to 
the west end? The farm fair will drive you 
farmy. The horse racing at Northlands Park 
will make you run for your money. John 
Jansen Nature Centre really makes you 
exercise. Parliament Buildings will make 
you have a headache. 
Slave Lake will make sure that you 
can ski, swim, fish, and boogie board until 
you are sick of it. Ya, Ya, O.K., it is great 
and all of that is fun, but what is that and 
add camping equals 0 Wait a second.... We 
forgot the mini-golf. And that equals one 
great lake! 
Banff and Jasper have the mountains 
and rivers with lots of activities like river 
rafting. Hiking is a living. Ouch! A rock just 
hit me on the head while I was rock 
climbing through the mountain scenery, 
and it is terrific! The sight seeing from up 
here is awesome! To make my way 
downhill, I will ski. This is fast! 
I saved the best for last - Valhalla 
Centre! You may not have heard of it, but it 
is the best of them all. For Valhalla Centre 
has the Mercantile Cafe, with food made 
from scratch which is awesomely good and 
wholesome. The Troll Park represents its 
connection with Norway. There is biking 
and horseback riding through the lush 
fields. The skating at the rink puts you in 
shape. The Public Library may be small, 
but its service is the best! 
Alberta has a place for everyone, so 
Alberta is the place to be! 
Why I Like Alberta 
By Kaylene Roth 
St. Michael's School, Bow Island 
First, Grade 5 in District 4 
Alberta is the best province because it 
has many great things in it. Some of the 
things are the outdoors, the different kinds 
of wildlife and going to tourist attractions. 
I like the outdoors because the lakes 
are good to go fishing a lot. We eat all the 
pike that we catch. Another thing we go to 
the mountains and hike. I am really lucky to 
be able to see the mountains because lots 
of other people can't see them and they are 
beautiful. I like the smell of the pine trees 
and the wind blowing through the treetops. 
Another thing I enjoy, there are 
animals that you don't always see in other 
provinces. Deer are hard to find in most 
provinces. Deer are so quick that you don't 
see them in the fields. Some deer live in 
the city and walk in the golf courses eating 
the grass and laying under shady trees. We 
even see their baby deer. Another animal in 
Alberta is the gopher. Gophers aro very 
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fast; my brother likes to hunt them with a 
snare. They are too fast for my brother. I 
like how they stand up tall on their back 
legs and look out on the prairie. If you get 
close they run into their holes. Gophers 
make tunnels underground so they can 
travel a long way without being seen by 
their enemies. 
The best thing I like about Alberta is 
that it has tons of tourist attractions. Some 
are places you go just because they are 
fun. They are the Calgary Zoo, Callaway 
Park, the Calgary Stampede and the West 
Edmonton Mall. You could spend all day 
there and not run out of things to do. Other 
tourist attractions I like are the museums 
like Drumheller, the Remington Carriage 
Centre and Heritage Park. I have been 
there three times. All these places tell us 
about Alberta's past. All these things, the 
outdoors, the wildlife and the tourist 
attractions, make Alberta one of the best 
places to live in Canada! 
Alberta, The Place To Be 
By Trevor Ferguson 
Champion Community School, 
First, Grade 6 in District 4 
Alberta has always been an amazing 
place. From the Rocky Mountains to the 
dusty plains you can find diversity 
everywhere. There are lush green forests, 
dry hills and enormous cities. The different 
cultures found in Alberta make it such an 
interesting place. The Asian immigrants, 
the natives and others make it feel as if an 
Albertan city is a tiny world where different 
cultures live together. 
The cities of Alberta have many 
distinctive architectural landmarks. The 
majestic Calgary Tower awes pedestrians 
as they crane their necks to gaze at the 
glorious wonder, while West Edmonton 
Mall houses an amazing array of shops, 
complete with amusement park and hotel. 
Many beautiful Parliament buildings adorn 
the Edmonton scenery while the 
Saddledome show Calgary's western ways. 
Albertan buildings show the imaginative 
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abilities of this province's people. 
There are several thriving industries in 
Alberta. From agriculture to mining, our 
natural resources seem non-ending. Much 
of Canada's grain is harvested right here, 
also over ninety-seven percent of our 
nation's oil comes from Alberta. The scene 
of tractors and cattle appears as frequently 
as a passing car. Our industries are full of 
profit that helps keep our nation running. 
Alberta has a very interesting climate. 
Thirty degrees Celsius weather on sunny 
days suddenly turns into freezing 
snowstorms and vice versa. The strong 
winds turn gigantic windmills of the western 
foothills all year round, creating energy. 
There's an old Albertan saying, "If you don't 
like the weather, wait five minutes." 
Our province has many recreational 
opportunities. The thrill of having skiing, 
golf, swimming and various other things all 
in one place is great! Albertan cities have a 
vast amount of fun activities for the whole 
family to enjoy but an adventurer can get to 
towering mountains in the Rockies in mere 
minutes. 
The great amount of fun to be had here is a 
good reason to make Alberta a vacation 
destination. 
What sets Alberta apart for me is the 
sense of well being that you can only get 
when you are home. Alberta is different 
from the rest of the world and that's what 
makes it so special. I know in future years I 
will always be an Albertan! 
My Family History In Alberta 
By Boe Biggs 
Delburne Centralized School 
Second, Grade 4 in District 3 
My name is Boe Biggs and the Biggs 
family has been in Alberta for 100 years. 
George Henry Biggs Sr. came in 1905. He 
bought two quarters of land. On one they 
had to break ten acres a year so the 
government would give them a good deal. 
At first, he lived with his cousins for a while 
to get stuff ready for his family. He went 
back to Missouri to bring his wife and 
daughter back in 1906. They lived only four 
miles away from where we live today. No 
one lives there any more but we still own 
the land. George Henry was an auctioneer. 
He was well known around the area 
because he used a cane to sell stuff at the 
sales. He died in 1965 a few days before 
he was turning 90. 
When Maud Biggs, George's wife, 
came to Alberta she did not see another 
white woman for six months. She must 
have been sad. She had three kids and one 
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was named George Henry Biggs Jr. Ha is 
my Great Granddad. He was born in 1912 
and he is still living today. He grew up on 
the farm helping his dad on the farm. He 
married Olive Mackay in 1935, and moved 
to section 7-36-22. He worked at the 
Calgary Stampede. He worked there for 50 
years. He got the Queens Jubilee award 
two years ago for helping make Alberta a 
great place to live. He now lives in Lousana 
and his youngest son lives on Granddad's 
farm. 
My Grandpa Richard Henry Biggs was 
born in 1939. He lives fives miles north of 
where Granddad lived. He likes to spend 
lots of time with us. We like to help him 
harvest and combine. He married my 
Grandma Gloria Schlag in 1965 and they 
had my Dad in 1972. His name is Jay 
Jason Biggs. He went to school in Delburne 
and helped out on the farm. He went 
hunting on the farm and in the winter he 
had his own quad. He married my mom 
Laura Beck in 1994 and I was born in 1995 
at Milk River, Alberta. Then we lived in 
Lousana for a year and then we moved to 
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the farm. The Biggs family has been 
farming for over 100 years in Alberta. I, 
Boe, want to farm when I grow up. 
The Biggs have also given land to 
Alberta. A cousin of George Henry Sr. had 
a lot of land. Judge Biggs, who came in 
1904, gave some of his land for the hamlet 
of Lousana to be built on. He got to name 
the town. At first he named it Louisiana. But 
there was already a town named Louisiana 
and it was confusing for the mail so they 
too out the two i's and it is now Lousana. 
We are happy that we are living here in the 
Lousana, Alberta area. 
Why I Like Alberta 
By Ryan Mehle 
Mix 
Second, Grade 6 in District 3 
I like Alberta. Alberta is the best place 
because all the friends I have live here. I 
really like all the animals that live here. 
There are beavers, moose, many geese, 
lots of deer, and many other amazing 
animals that live in this unique province. 
The landscape here is very astonishing in 
many ways. The Rocky Mountains are tall 
and quite cool standing at the western 
border of Alberta. 
There is a lot of oil dug up here every 
year. In fact, Eighty-Six Percent of 
Canada's oil comes from this province 
alone. That is more than all the rest of 
Canada put together Now that is a lot of 
oil! 
One of my favorite places in Alberta is 
Drumheller. This city is the dinosaur capital 
of the world. It is situated in the Alberta 
badlands. The Royal Tyrell Museum is in 
this city. In the back of this museum there 
is almost always people trying to extract 
dinosaur bones from rock. 
The Calgary Zoo is a huge zoo with 
very many animals. There is everything 
from peacocks to gophers. There is an 
African exhibit with elephants, giraffes and 
even hippos. The African exhibit has two 
tigers. They look vicious. There are many 
places to buy souvenirs in this massive 
zoo. This place is home to many amazing 
animals. Almost any animal you can think 
of is here. 
There is one other place in Alberta 
that I think is awesome. It is call West 
Edmonton Mall. This mall has a water perk, 
themed bedrooms, very many rides, and 
almost every store you can think of. West 
Edmonton Mall (or West Ed for short) is 
sure to meet all your needs while you enjoy 
your stay. West Ed is possibly Alberta's 
best tourist attraction. 
I think Alberta is the greatest place to 
be! 
Why I Like Alberta 
By Tyler Burgess 
Galbraith Elementary, Lethbridge 
First, Grade 4 in District 4 
I like Alberta because of the way the 
mountains pop out and how the air is so 
nice and fresh like a new flower blooming 
its petals. I love the way the grass is green 
as green can be. 
And how good our mountain water is. 
It's clear as the sky itself. And the way 
grass is so long in the prairie. I love the 
way the sun pops out of the sky. The gentle 
breeze on my face when I am out fishing in 
the mountains of Beaver Mine, and the way 
you walk in the mountains and see the 
beautiful sight of the Alberta animals. 
I like the sight of the sunset as it 
slowly slopes down the side of the 
mountains. And the beautiful sound of the 
river. And in the cities there are beautiful 
parklands in Alberta. And the wonderful 
shopping malls here. You can buy anything 
in any shopping place in Alberta. I love the 
prairies because you can see hundreds of 
miles out and farther. And I love all the 
animals in the prairies. I love fishing in the 
lakes of Alberta, and hunting in the forests 
of Alberta the best. 
I like Alberta because we have the 
best beef in Canada. I like Alberta because 
of how the snowflakes float on your tongue. 
I love Alberta because we have the best 
hockey players in the world. I love Alberta 
because we are free and we can do 
anything we want to when we want to. I 
love Alberta because we are the best and 
have the most beautiful sights you will ever 
see. And we are the best province in 
Canada. I love Alberta because it is my 
home and my home is the best place to be. 
Alberta, The Place To Be 
By Jordan Hainsworth 
Leslieville Elementary 
Second, Grade 4 in District 53 
Alberta is the place to be. Alberta has 
many different landscapes; they are the 
Mountains, Prairies, Parklands, and 
Northern Forests. There are many different 
things that are unique in each landscape. 
People of Alberta are great, who you can 
call friends, family and neighbours. 
The mountains of Alherta are world 
famous, and part of the majestic Rocky 
Mountains, which stretch from Alaska to the 
Gulf of Mexico. Banff and Jasper National 
Parks, known world wide, have been set 
aside for Canadians and the world to see 
and enjoy the animals and the scenery. 
Visitors can go hiking into pristine 
wilderness or drink the water from glaciers. 
The glaciers in the Columbia Icefields are 
accessible so everyone can go up to or 
even on them, even handi-capped people. 
In the winter you can go on the ski hills, 
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near Banff and Jasper, which are the best 
in Canada and probably in the world. If you 
are going on a holiday, mounta ;ns are the 
place to be. 
The unique and different prairies have 
good soil, so lots of farmers have been 
farming there. The prairies are famous for 
none other than the World Heritage site 
"Head Smashed In Buffalo Jump". Medicine 
Hat and Lethbridge are the big cities in the 
prairie landscape. Prairies are known for 
Chinooks. Chinooks are warm dry winds 
that come from the Pacific Ocean. If you 
want to go camping you would love the 
Cypress Hills in southeastern Alberta. 
The parklands have the largest cities 
in Alberta. It is the landscape with the most 
people. Edmonton has the second largest 
shopping mall in the world. Edmonton is the 
capital city of Alberta, where the 
government of Alberta is. Calgary is the 
home of the world famous Calgary 
Stampede, the greatest outdoor show on 
earth. One of the best parts of the 
parklands is the Wild Rapids Water Slides 
at Sylvan Lake. This is the best place to 
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raise a family. 
The northern forests are the largest 
landscape in Alberta. It has mostly trees, so 
much; the trees are harvested for 
lumbering. 
Northern Forests are made up of 
rolling plains. The oil sands beside Fort 
McMurray can supply oil to Alberta and 
Canada for many years. The large rivers 
are Peace River and Athabasca River. And 
one of the largest National Parks is Wood 
Buffalo. The unique area is in the Peace 
River District. It is famous because so 
much farming is done so far north. If you 
could go camping, what better place to go 
than the northern forests? 
Alberta is the place to call home. 
Alberta, The Place To Be 
By Courtney Taylor 
Leslieville Elementary 
Third for Grade 4, in District 3 
Alberta is a place to call home. Alberta 
has a whole mix of landscapes that have 
unique or special features. The people of 
Alberta are great! They are people who you 
would want to call family, friends or even 
neighbours. 
The parkland landscape has the most 
people because it has the largest cities. 
One large city is Calgary. Calgary is world 
famous because of the Stampede, which is 
the greatest outdoor show on earth. The 
other city is Edmonton, our capital city and 
home of the second largest shopping mall 
in the world. 
The badlands are close to Drumheller. 
Drumheller has dinosaur fossils and bones. 
Another wild known site is the Royal Tyrell 
Museum of Paleontology. The countryside 
is full of very productive farms because the 
soil is very rich. At Sylvan Lake, they have 
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the Wild Rapid Water Slide. Alberta 
parkland is the place to be. 
The northern forest has a lot of trees 
which is used for lumbering. The northern 
forests has a unique area, the Peace River 
District where productive farming is done 
so far north. Near Fort McMurray, there are 
oil sands which can supply Albertans and 
Canadians with oil for many years. In the 
northern forest there are some large rivers, 
the Peace River and the Athabasca. The 
northern forest has one of the largest 
National Parks whish is Wood Buffalo 
Park. The Northern forest would be a good 
place for doing lumbering. 
The Rocky Mountains of Alberta are a 
part of the cordillera, which stretches from 
Alaska to Mexico. Our mountains are made 
up of majestic high rocky sparkly snow­
capped mountain peaks and tree filled 
valleys. High up in the mountains are the 
Columbia Ice fields where we find five of 
the largest glaciers in the world. Everyone 
can go up to or on the beautiful glaciers. 
The Columbia Ice fields are the beginning 
of two large rivers, which are the 
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Athabasca and the North Saskatchewan. At 
the Columbia Ice field you can even drink 
the clean crystal clear water. People come 
to the mountains because of the awesome 
spectacular animals and scenery. 
The prairies are awesome but 
different. They are even unique. The 
prairies are dry and arid, flat and even 
treeless. People have learned to farm and 
ranch because this landscape has rich 
black soil, This landscape had native grass 
but the farmers ploughed it up. In the 
prairies is the Head Smashed In Buffalo 
Jump. The unique feature of the prairie is 
the Cypress Hills Provincial Park, which is 
in the southeast corner of Alberta. It is now 
a place to holiday in which you can go 
golfing, hiking, biking and even boating. 
The animals like the pronghorn have 
learned to survive in this environment. The 
prairies have Medicine Hat and Lethbridge, 
two large cities. The prairies are known for 
the Chinooks, which are warm dry winds. 
The prairies are a unique place to be. 
The beautiful landscapes and nice 
people make Alberta a place to be. 
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Why I Lite Alberta 
By Katelynn Allison 
Delburne Centralized School 
Second for Grade 5, in District 3 
I love Alberta. It Is my home. It is also 
where I was born. I think it is the most fun 
province to live in. 
It has a lot of tourist attractions like ... 
Calgary to go up the tower, to see the 
Calgary Stampede, Edmonton, to go to the 
biggest mall in the world called the West 
Edmonton Mall, Donalda, to see the big 
lamp, Vegreville to see the big Easter Egg 
and Vulcan to see the Spaceship. It also 
has Sylvan Lake where you can ride on a 
boat around the lake to see all the pretty 
houses and many other wonderful and 
beautiful things. 
Alberta also has a lot of hockey teams 
like the Edmonton Oilers, Red Deer Rebels 
and the one, the only CALGARY FLAMES. 
We have also go a lot of football teams like 
the Calgary Stampeders and the Edmonton 
Eskimos. 
I also like Alberta because of its 
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wonderful scenery and all of the beautiful 
animals and the big houses. In Alberta 
there are lots of opportunities to ski and 
snowboard, to skate, and play hockey. 
There is also snow that you can skldoo in 
and toboggan in. I tell you we have a lot of 
great hockey players. We have a lot of 
hotels to stay in and go on vacation that 
have huge hotel rooms, suites, Jacuzzis 
and more. 
As you can see Alberta is a fun and 
entertaining province to live in. 
If you move into this province I think 
you will feel pretty welcome. I tell you when 
I was a baby I felt very welcome and I didn't 
feel sad, mad or unwelcome at all. I hope 
that if you are new in this province you will 
feel the same way I did. So if you come 
here for a vacation or anything I hope you 
have as much fun as I do. And that is why I 
like Alberta. 
My Grandma! 
By Jennifer Celeste Weeks 
Redwater School 
First, Grade 5 in District 2 
Living in Boyne Lake, Alberta was 
quite different and Alberta changed 
immensely. Today is different than when 
Grandma was a wee lass. From 
interviewing her, I gleaned a tremendous 
amount of information about living in 
Alberta long ago. I discovered much about 
Christmas, school, medicine, and lots of 
other things that have changed from the 
past. 
My grandma's name is Helen Pityn 
and she came here when she was ten 
months old. When she was born, it was the 
depression. Her father too everything he 
could and put it in two boxcars. Her family 
moved here because of the depression. 
When Grandma moved here, she and her 
family lived in Cache Lake, Alberta for two 
years. Then she and her family moved to 
Boyne Lake, Alberta. Her family was very 
poor but they managed to live on a farm. 
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She has two brothers and eight sisters. Her 
sisters were a lot of fun, but her parents 
were very strict, so she got a lot of 
switchings. 
On the farm, grandma and her family 
were very poor. She and her siblings had to 
walk three miles to and from school. Their 
school was a one-room school from grade 
one to eight. Grandma helped teach the 
younger kids. There were only nineteen 
kids in her school. Every year, her school 
would perform Spring and Christmas 
concerts for the adults. 
Grandma and her siblings played a 
lot of games, some of the games that they 
played were: Baseball, Fox and Goose, 
Hide and Seek, Sheep, Sheep, Come 
Home, anti-l-over, Hopscotch, Fox and 
Deer, May I, and Pussy-Wants-A Corner. 
She only had a few hobbies which are 
sewing and knitting. My grandma probably 
had way more chores than I'll ever have, 
and enough to match (or overrun) all her 
games. 
She did all the dishes and clothes, 
swept the floor, and did all the other 
housework. She made mud and plastered 
buildings around the farm, seeded, hoed, 
weeded the garden, and milked three to 
five cows every morning and night. She 
stoked grain, hauled water from the well, 
and cleaned the barn. Finally, grandma 
picked berries and helped her mom and her 
sisters with the canning. 
My grandma also learned how to hunt 
a little. She caught partridges by setting the 
family dogs on the bird and scare it up a 
tree. Grandma and her siblings would 
snare the bird with a Saskatoon pole with 
snare-wire on it. She and her siblings would 
raise the Saskatoon pole into the tree and 
snare the partridge. The family mostly got 
their food from the garden and farm. Some 
of the foods they ate were lots of eggs, 
chickens, veal and pigs, and they picked 
wild mushrooms and berries. 
When Grandma was little, she didn't 
get toys and presents like us now. She 
usually got for Christmas a big double box 
of oranges, a big box of apples, and some 
nuts and candies. She never had toys 
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except what she made herself. As 
Grandma got older, she asked for a job 
next door. At the neighbours, she worked 
for two weeks in the summer milking nine 
cows morning and night, separating the 
milk, and feeding the pigs with the skim 
milk and chop, and washing up after! She 
only got five dollars for all this work. 
The medicine was very poor back 
then. If Grandma or some other sibling 
stepped on a nail (which they always did 
during the summer since they ran around 
barefoot), her mom would soak the foot in 
salty water. Her mom then put coal oil on 
the foot. My Grandma once got burned 
pretty badly. She had to go outside without 
clothes until the burn scabbed over. Back 
then there were very few vehicles. Farm 
work was done by horsepower. There was 
no gas-powered machinery so the family 
had to pick rocks by hand. There was so 
refrigeration, and they used ice and well 
water to cool their food. 
Grandma knew it would be better 
once she left the farm. Her happiest time 
since then was when she had her first child. 
Ever since, she has always been happy 
about seeing her grandkids. 
Overall, I acquired that one dollar was 
a lot of money and that farm work back 
then was way harder than today. From then 
on horse and wagon were replaced by 
cars. Money has gone way up so one dollar 
changed to one thousand dollars. From my 
personal view, back then was way harder 
to live than now days. 
Alberta the Place to Be! 
By Connor Roland, 
Mannvllle School 
Third, Grade 5 in District 2, 
I like Alberta. It has so much to offer. 
It's wildlife parks are labulous. The views 
are amazing. There are lots of activities like 
skating, hockey, sledding and skiing. It has 
water parks that are great for summer and 
in the winter we have awesome carnivals. 
Each city has very special attractions. 
Edmonton has a cool fair called Klondike 
Days. It has West Edmonton Mall with the 
world's biggest water slide. Many shopping 
malls are in Edmonton. There is a fort 
called Fort Edmonton, which tells the 
history of Edmonton. There is a great 
hockey team called the Edmonton Oilers. 
Banff and Jasper are in Alberta's 
Rocky Mountains. They have great skiing 
hills and other tourist attractions. They are 
in National Parks and the mountains and 
lakes are very beautiful. 
Calgary has beautiful science centers. 
It has an Olympic Park, which is perfect. 
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There is a rodeo every year called the 
Calgary Stampede. There is a park called 
Calloway Park with a big water slide and a 
really nice roller coaster. 
Drumheller is a small city. It has the 
very famous Tyrell Museum. It has so many 
dinosaurs. I have been there myself. It has 
very cool badlands that have cool shapes 
of rocks that look like giant mushrooms. In 
the middle of Drumheller is the world's 
largest dinosaur in which you can see all of 
Drumheller. 
Many more attractions are in many 
more cities in beautiful Alberta. I hope you 
will come and visit. 
Why I Like Alberta! 
By Kerri Pangrass, 
Wes Hosford Elementary 
Second, Grade 5 in District 2 
Alberta is a wonderful place to be. 
One reason why I like life in Alberta is 
because of all the farmers living on the 
outside borders of Alberta. Because they all 
do such a great job keeping rats out of 
Alberta, I'm thankful (And I'm sure many 
others are too). There are many interesting 
things to do in Alberta. For instance, the 
Calgary Zoo is amazing! There are so 
many cool animals that you don't see very 
often in other zoos. And the Calgary 
Dinosaur Park is so cool! It is really neat to 
be able to see what scientists imagined 
dinosaurs looked like so long ago. Another 
awesome place in Alberta is Drumheller. 
When you drive in, it feels like you're 
driving into a replica of Jurassic Park! The 
Drumheller Reptile World is really 
interesting. The people there will tell you 
some really neat facts about all the reptiles 
there. Maybe, if you're lucky, you can even 
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get a chance to hold Brittany, a boa 
constrictor at Reptile World! I can 
guaiantee that anyone can learn loads 
about reptiles from going there. And, one of 
my favorite places in Alberta is Edmonton. 
This place is one of my favorite places in 
Alberta for one reason: West Edmonton 
Mall. Being the biggest mall in the world, it 
has the best places to shop. One of my 
favorite places in West Edmonton Mall is 
the World Waterpark. They have the best 
waterslides in the world! Another neat place 
to visit is Galaxyland. They have all kinds of 
really fun rides to go on. But my absolute 
favorite places in West Edmonton Mall are 
Build-A-Bear-Workshop, where you can 
actually make your own stuffy, and the 
West Edmonton Mall Candy Shop. That, to 
me, is the best thing about Edmonton. And, 
last but not least, a really cool place in 
Alberta is Jasper. The really cool thing 
about Jasper is that it has Jasper National 
Park. I think that Jasper National Park has 
the best ski slopes ever! And the most 
important reason why I like Alberta is that 
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Alberta is one of the twelve provinces in 
Canada. The reason I like that so much is 
because Canada is one of the only 
countries to never declare war. Canada is a 
peacekeeping nation. Those are all the 
reasons why I like Alberta. I hope that 
reading this essay has given everyone 
more good perspective on Alberta. 
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Preface! 
By Phyllis Kosik, President 
Alberta Women's Institutes 
Because 2005 was the centennial year of 
the Province of Alberta, the council of the 
Alberta Women's Institutes thought it would be 
nice to include school children in our 
celebration. To that end, we thought an essay 
contest, open to Grades 4, 5 and 6, would be 
appropriate. We chose the titles that they were 
to use, hence so many with the same title. 
You will see that in a couple of Districts, 
the District Director and her helpers, decided to 
have first, second and third in each grade. In 
other Districts, there is first, second and third in 
the whole District. 
We typed up these entries as presented to 
us. We have not corrected the grammar or 
punctuation to any extent. So these are as they 
were sent in to us. 
We wish to thank all the children who 
participated. The decisions for placement were 
extremely difficult in all Districts throughout 
the Province. We took all the first place 
• 
I 
winners to choose the provincial first. It was a 
close competition. We wish we could publish 
all of the entries. 
Congratulations to all the winners, at 
all levels! We appreciate your participation in 
our little contest. 
We hope that you enjoy this book! For 
those of you who get to read this book, who do 
not live in our Province of Alberta, we hope the 
students have all given you a picture of where 
we live, and hope that you will visit us and visit 
us often. 
The first story in this book is the over all 
winner from the whole province. 
Congratulations Taylor! 
All students did a terrific job and I hope 
their parents and schools are as proud of you as 
we are. Again Congratulations to All of You! 
Keep writing and keep entering as many 
competitions as you can as it is a wonderful 
hobby as well, you never know.. ..You might 
become the next literary celebrity! 
My Family History 
By Taylor Fox, 
Delburne Centralized School, Delburne 
First, Grade 4 in District 3 
PROVINCIAL FIRST WINNER 
My great Grandpa's name was 
Herbert Fox. He was born in Sheffield, 
England In 1880. When he was 13, he went 
to work at a coal mine in England, at 18; he 
joined the Scot's Guards at Buckingham 
Palace. In 1900, great grandpa went to the 
Boer War in South Africa. The war lasted 
until 1902 and he returned home. In 1905 
he married Florence Osguthorpe. She was 
born in Sheffield, England in 1886. 
In November of 1905, their first child 
Frank was born. With promise of a better 
future, Great Grandpa sailed from England 
to Glace Bay, Nova Scotia in 1907 where 
he got a job in the coal- mine. Soon after, 
my Great Grandma and Frank also moved 
to Canada. Their second child, Herbert, 
was born in Nova Scotia later that year. 
In the summer of 1908 they moved to 
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Canmore, Alberta. Great Grandpa worked 
in the coalmines and Great Grandma 
boarded some miners. In 1910 their third 
child, a daughter, Emma was born at 
Canmore. In 1911, their fourth child, 
Gordon, was born, but died at birth. 
That same year, Great Grandpa 
decided he would like to go homesteading. 
He filed a homestead at Consort, Alberta. 
They returned to Canmore until April of 
1912. When they moved to Consort they 
built a sod shack to live in. They bought 
some machinery and broke some land. 
Their fifth child, Thomas was born in 
October of 1912. There was no crop this 
first year because they had just broken up 
the native prairie sod. 
They moved to Dinant, (north of 
Camrose) where Great Grandpa again 
worked in the coalmines. In the spring of 
1913, they returned to Consort to the 
homestead. In October of 1914, my 
Grandpa Harold Fox, the sixth child, was 
born at Consort. Later that fall they moved 
back to Dinant where Great Grandpa was a 
coal miner again. 
In 1916, the seventh child, Albert was 
born. In the spring of 1917, they moved to 
a rented farm south of Camrose and Great 
Grandpa worked in the mine at Dinant 
again. 
In the spring of 1918, they again 
moved to the homestead at Consort. They 
built a new house because the sod shack 
had fallen down. In November, the eighth 
child, Vera, was born. 
In the spring of 1919, they moved 
again, to Rita Lake, near Cold Lake, 
Alberta, where they built a house. They 
raised cattle on shares, with an uncle. That 
summer, the oldest son, Frank, drowned 
while crossing a river with a team of 
horses. The winter was very cold and harsh 
and many of the cattle died. 
In the spring of 1920, they returned to 
Consort. All they had was one milk cow and 
their farm machinery. In April of 1921, they 
got their first car, a Model T Ford, and their 
ninth child, Walter was born. They 
continued to farm at Consort. Their tenth 
child, Evelyn, was born in October of 1922. 
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Their eleventh and last child, Amy, was 
born in February of 1925. 
In 1928, another half-section of land 
was bought. Great Grandpa drove a school 
van for many years to help make enough 
money to feed the family. 
1928 was the start of the Great 
Depression. There was no rain, no crops, 
dust storms and no feed for the animals. So 
in April of 1933, again broke, they walked 
away from their farm at Consort and moved 
to Joffre, where they rented a farm. Finally, 
they had good crops, enough feed for the 
cattle and horses and some money to live 
on. They could finally afford peanut butter 
and jam sandwiches instead of the lard and 
salt ones they had eaten for many years. 
In 1940, Great Grandma and Grandpa 
moved to Red Deer, where Great Grandpa 
worked for T. Eaton Company. 
In 1942, my Grandpa Harold Fox, 
joined the army and was shipped over seas 
to France. In January of 1945, my Great 
Grandpa died, after a short illness. My 
Grandpa didn't know for several weeks that 
his dad had died. He got a letter from his 
sister, Amy, with the sad news. My 
Grandpa returned home from World War II 
in early 1946. He married Ada Whittemore 
in June of 1947. My Great Grandma lived in 
Red Deer until she died in November of 
1969. 
Why I Like Alberta 
By Summer Dawn Anderson, 
Centralized School, Delburne 
First, Grade 5 in District 3 
Alberta is where I grew up and as I 
think back over the last eleven years, I 
realize that I've had an adventurous life. 
Alberta is a great place to live because 
there is so much to offer, from gorgeous 
mountains, colorful skies, grass prairies, tall 
forests, bright blue mountain lakes and 
desert-like badlands. It also offers 
Chinooks (warm winds) in the winter and 
gives us a break from the cold weather. 
I've been able to explore these sites 
by skiing down the mountains and hiking 
through the forests in Banff National Park. I 
get to go swimming in the rivers and lakes 
of Alberta, when we go camping. While I 
was in these National Parks and 
campgrounds, I noticed that this province 
has a large variety of wonderful wildlife and 
nature, including the wild rose bush our 
provincial flower. One animal I am glad I 
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haven't seen yet Is a RAT! Alberta is rat 
free! 
In the badlands near Drumheller, I 
have discovered fossils while digging for 
dinosaur bones with my father and sister. 
My family h£3 spent many weekends on 
the prairies watching rodeos. At these 
events, I groomed a horse, went horseback 
riding and played games for prizes. 
There are still a lot of things I haven't 
seen or done yet in Alberta like the 
Saddledome, Olympic Oval, Canada 
Olympics Park and McMahon Stadium 
where athletes train (Calgary Flames, 
Katrina Lamay Doan, Peter Luder and the 
Calgary Stampeders) and just outside of 
Calgary, Vulcan's enormous space ship. 
Farther north there is Vegreville which has 
the largest Easter Egg, and in Edmonton, 
the West Edmonton Mall to explore or the 
Edmonton Eskimos or Oilers to watch. 
Every morning I wake up and look 
outside my window to see the beautiful 
sunrise and say to myself, "Oh, what a 
lucky girl I am to live in a province like 
Alberta! 
Why I Like Alberta 
By Emily Carty 
Breton Elementary, Breton 
First, Grade 4 in District 3 
I like Alberta because it is such a beautiful 
place to be. I like Alberta because there are 
lots of places to be. I like traveling places. I 
like going to Red Deer, Sylvan Lake and I 
like to see the museums all around Alberta. 
I love Alberta so much. 
Restaurants, sports, music, dance, 
and theatres are the best activities I've ever 
tried. Dance and sports are my favorite 
things to do. I love being a citizen and 
helping at the playground so no one will get 
hurt and cry. The best thing in town is the 
schools because I like to help little kids in 
school if they get hurt. 
I love Alberta with all my heart. 
So does Dad. He loves it so much because 
it's the coolest. Alberta has lots of things to 
do like going to the park with my friends 
and family. Lots of friends and people live 
here in Alberta. Most people are kind and 
care about you like my family. We can vote 
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for our presidents. We like our Premier. 
People care because they feel sorry 
for you. The best person that helped me 
was my dad's mom. She treated me really, 
really good, like a princess in a kingdom, I 
loved my grandma. She was the best 
because every time I fell she would give me 
a frosted cookie. It tasted really good like 
strawberries and strawberries are good too. 
I love fast food because then I do not 
have to cook because I hate to cook my 
own dinner. I like to go to the river with food 
and I like to go swimming too. Swimming is 
the best thing I ever did before. Food is the 
best. Chicken is good food in the 
restaurants. 
I love living in Alberta. 
Why I Like Alberta! 
By Hannah Bradshaw, 
Leslieville Elementary, Leslieville 
Third, Grade 6 in District 3 
Alberta is a great place to live 
because of all of the fascinating wildlife and 
landscapes found here. We have 
everything from the small brown bat to the 
huge ferocious grizzly bear in different 
habitats. Because I love animals, I really 
enjoy living in sunny Alberta. 
My favorite animal found here is the 
woodland caribou, but sadly, this animal is 
added to the Alberta endangered species 
list. Slowly, the numbers of the woodland 
caribou are decreasing steadily. One 
reason is that it takes an astonishing 80 to 
150 years for a forest to grow enough 
lichens for one caribou. Another reason is 
that logging, coal mining and oil and gas 
exploration, has taken away most of the 
caribou's main habitat. Thankfully it is 
illegal to shoot or disturb a caribou in any 
way in Alberta. That is why I like Wildlife 
Unlimited, the Alberta Environment 
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protection organizations like Ducks 
Protection, and the Fish and Wildlife branch 
(another reason to like Alberta!) 
I also love the many landscapes in 
Alberta ranging from the large boasting 
mountains and rolling foothills to the flat 
plains. In between them lie marshlands, 
forests, rivers and small ponds and lakes. 
I'll start with the mountains. It has 
many animals including the big horn sheep 
and many other amazing animals that 
come with the breath-taking mountains. 
Then there are the foothills. Surprisingly, 
these hills aren't very good for anything. 
You can't grow crops on them because 
they are too rugged, but they are good for 
hiking, especially when you get up into the 
mountains. Next on the list are flat plains. 
Plains are important to Alberta because we 
need them to grow all of our crops, such as 
wheat, barley and flax. 
Then there are the beautiful calming 
lakes, and the wonderful sparkling rivers. 
Water spaces are home to an equal part of 
Alberta's wildlife. That is why we should be 
careful what we do when we are around 
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water. Even though oceans and lakes 
might be good for drilling for oil and gas, we 
have to be careful we don't harm the 
environment like accidentally cause an oil 
spill. Oil spills from rigs in the water can 
seriously endanger the animals living there. 
So whenever I walk outside I always 
look at all of the wondrous landscapes and 
wildlife found here in Alberta. I look at the 
squirrels and the birds and the towering 
trees that hold them. I look at the rolling 
hills and the farmers' crops. I look at all the 
fascinating things found in Alberta. That's 
why I like Alberta! 
Alberta, The Princess Province 
By Brittany Taylor, 
Leslieville Elementary, Leslieville 
First, Grade 6 in District 3 
Alberta is known as a princess 
province. I know that you most likely think I 
am going to talk about princesses, dragons 
and fairies. Yah Right! I'm a 12-year-old 
cowgirl and that is the last thing on my 
mind. Now why do people call it a princess 
province? Well maybe it's because it was 
named after the fourth daughter of Queen 
Victoria of England. This lady's name in 
Princess Louise Carole Alberta. Princess 
Louise was soon married in 1882. Marquis 
of Lome was her groom and also governor 
general between 1878 and 1882. On the 
most exciting day for Alberta in 1905, when 
it officially became a part of Canada. 
Long ago, over thousands of year 
back, there was a gigantic lake, which 
covered most of Alberta. There is 
geological evidence, when there was a 
prehistorical time, there were dinosaurs 
roaming the land and swam the lake back 
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more than 40,000 years ago. Now there are 
bones to be dug up. Many found in the 
badlands just waiting to be dug up. 
Prehistoric sites provide glacial information 
of its history. 
Before white men came to the 
province natives spread across the prairie. 
As white men came they wanted to move 
westward for pelts. On their journey they 
created two companies. The English called 
their company the Hudson's Bay Company 
and the French named their company the 
St. Lawrence Company. They carried 
goods from their country trading the natives 
for beaver pelts. In their country, beaver 
were vary scarce and made beautiful hats. 
Not before long, greed over money took 
over the minds of the French and English 
and then they started to fight. For many 
years they fought and fought and trading 
relationships between white man and 
native allowed most of Alberta to be 
mapped. Soon they both got along and 
made many forts. Two of the biggest forts 
in Alberta are Fort Edmonton and Fort 
Calgary. In 1867 Canada was known as the 
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British Empire. 
Ever think that Alberta would be under 
a royal charter? Alberta was granted in the 
charter of 1670 a.d. Hudson's Bay 
Company legally held tremendous power 
over every sparkling river that emptied into 
the bay. Not before long, around 1869, the 
country transported the rights for a new 
government. They exchanged the rights for 
cash and also land. The land was renamed 
the North West Territories. During the land 
swap, American traders started to build 
forts all across the U.S.A. to have natives 
trade. Around 1873 a party of Americans 
massacred a band of Assiniboine Indians. 
When the Canadian government heard 
about this massacre they formed the North 
West Mounted Police, now known as the 
RCMP (Royal Canadian Mounted Police). 
Remember now they didn't have as 
much technology such as computers and 
phones. Back around 1874, three hundred 
people entered the mounted police. They 
were sent up north like in the North West 
Territories. They had plenty bravery which 
made legends of themselves for the next 
two years. As they did all the stuff they did, 
they made laws in the newly formed 
province. 
At the dawn of the 1880's, there were 
only three white settlements in Alberta. 
They were Fort Macleod, Forts Edmonton 
and Calgary. 
Soon they were connected by northern 
extinction of the Whoop-Up days from the 
whisky fort days. 
Well there you have some of Alberta's 
history. This province holds a great future 
for its people, land and culture. 
Alberta, The Place To Be 
By Hayley Thorimbert 
Breton Elementary School 
First, Grade 5 in District 3 
Alberta is my home. I was born and 
raised here. It is a great place to live. The 
landscape of hills and plains are a beautiful 
sight to me. Alberta also has beautiful lakes 
and rivers and a ton of animals like deer, 
moose, elk coyotes, birds, squirrels, foxes, 
badgers and mice. If you sit quietly, you 
might hear some animals squeaking, 
chirping or howling in the distance. 
I love Alberta. My family and me live 
on an acreage with a horse and lots of 
different animals. Because we have lots of 
land, we can go quadding and 
snowmobiling anytime we want. The town 
near us has lots of fun and recreation for all 
ages. It has golfing, dancing, baton twirling, 
camping and many more things to do. 
The Canada Goose is one of the 
reasons I love Alberta. They live in Alberta 
only in the summer and they always fly 
together in flocks. Canada geese are great 
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communicators - that's where they got their 
name "honker" from. They also make other 
sounds including cackles, grunts and 
hisses. They do this to greet each other, 
warn others and to keep in touch flying and 
calling their young. There is a pair of geese 
that come to our pond every spring and 
have their babies. They stay for the 
summer and then fly south. 
Alberta's population is 2,696,826. Its 
size is 661,190 square kilometers. The 
capital city is Edmonton. The main 
industries are oil production, mining, 
agriculture and cattle ranching. Alberta's 
motto is Fortis Et Liber, which means 
strong and free. The coat of arms has the 
cross of St. George, Saint of England, and 
Alberta's landscape, mountains, foothills, 
prairies and grain fields. Around the shield 
are a beaver, lion, pronghorn and wild 
roses. Alberta's flag has the provincial 
shield centered on a background of royal 
blue, one of Alberta's official colours. The 
flower, the wild rose, produces scarlet 
berries that are used as winter foods by 
birds. The official bird of Alberta is the great 
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horned owl. The owl hunts ducks, rabbits 
and other small animals at night. The 
animal of Alberta is the Rocky Mountain 
Bighorn Sheep. They are usually on the 
upper slopes of the mountains. The tree of 
Alberta is the lodge pole pine and the 
petrified wood is most popular in Alberta. 
The highest point of Alberta is Mount 
Columbia in the Rockies. Skiing, canoeing 
and wildlife watching are popular activities 
at Jasper National Park. The prairie is a 
treeless grass plain. It was once an ancient 
seabed. Now it is used for growing wheat. 
The Taiga plains are low lands of marches 
and swamps with permafrost underneath 
the few trees that grow here. 
Alberta got its name frcm Queen 
Victoria's fourth daughter, Princess Louise 
Carolina Alberta and is the most westerly of 
the prairie provinces. The rolling foothills of 
Southern Alberta make excellent ranch 
country and the grasslands are good for 
growing wheat. Further north, pine and 
spruce forests cover the province with 
many glacier fed rivers and lakes. With 
such cold winters and warm summers, 
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southern Albertans look forward to 
Chinooks, the warming winds that blow out 
of the mountains in late January. 
Settled by people of many heritages, 
the province was first know for wheat and 
cattle production. From the 1950's to the 
1980's, oil discoveries made it rich. Today, 
the manufacturing of oil products, plastic, 
forest products and computers is also 
important. 
Alberta also used to have dinosaurs. I 
know, because they found tons of flesh 
eating Albertosaurus's bones in the rocky 
shale of Drumheller in the desert-like 
badlands. The badlands were created 
when the river wore away the soft rock, 
leaving bluffs, gullies and rock towers 
called hoodoos. 
I also love Alberta because of the 
beautiful scenery. Glacier lilies, red 
heather, snowdrops and mushrooms are 
some flowers that I really like. Maligne 
Pass in Jasper National Park, an oil pump 
in a bunch of water lilies and daisies, Mount 
Columbia, Castle Mountain, Bow River and 
even old fashioned rocks in the sand are all 
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things I have seen in Alberta and thought 
they were fascinating. Alberta has a ton of 
scenes that I love. 
Alberta is also the place to be, 
because we have freedom. Some 
examples of our freedom are freedom from 
war, freedom of speech and freedom for 
voting - that's why Alberta is a free place. 
In my opinion, there is no better place 
to be than Alberta. 
Alberta, The Place To Be 
By Tyler Keim, 
Hugh Sutherland School, Carstairs 
Honourable Mention in District 3 
Hello! I'm an Eagle and I am touring 
Alberta. You might think I'm some weird 
animal, but I'm flying over the greatest 
outdoor show in the world. Can you guess 
it? You're right! It's the Calgary Stampede! I 
can also see rides, the rodeo, the chuck 
wagons and the most important thing of 
all....The Cotton Candy! Mmmmm 
Don't forget hockey and football too! 
Did you know Calgary is the fourth 
largest city in Canada? Well that's about all 
to see in Calgary. 
I just flew over Banff, Canada. WOW! 
It's huge! Look at those mountains! They're 
big too! 
There are lots of skiing places. Oh my, 
it's so big! Too bad we have to move on to 
the agricultural land, the prairies in central 
Alberta. 
I'm hungry! Hey! There's a gopher! I'm 
going to eat it. Mmmmmmmmmmmm 
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that was good! I see farmers planting their 
crops. Too bad we have to move on to 
Edmonton! Did you know that West 
Edmonton Mall is the biggest mall in 
Alberta? They have hockey and football 
too. Edmonton is the home of the 
Edmonton Oilers and Edmonton Eskimos. 
There is lots of oil and gas here too! Lots of 
people have job^ here. 
A bit further north I can see the Peace 
River. It's really big! And there's Lake 
Athabasca. Maybe a little fishing would be 
good. Maybe I can see some forest wildlife. 
The Woodpeckers and Blue Jays are 
my cousins and there's Uncle Sparrow. 
There's a lot of bugs and campers here too. 
Well that's a little bit of the great province of 
Alberta and why it's the place to be! 
There's my home. I almost forgot to 
tell you who I am! My name is Tyler, the 
Eagle. I live in the North West Territories, 
my nesting place. I'm saying goodbye but I 
will see you on my return trip. 
Alberta, The Place To Be 
By Jesse Mihalcheon, Grade 4 
St. Martin's School, Vegreville 
First, Grade 4 in District 2 
I love Alberta because it's the perfect 
place to live all year round. It has many 
things available to the people that live here. 
Banff and Jasper have the hot springs and 
are close to Lake Louise. South of Calgary, 
you can see the mountains and foothills. 
Central Alberta has the prairies and the 
northern part has thick forests. There are 
lakes where you can go camping and 
fishing plus mountains where you can go 
skiing. Alberta has five national parks. They 
include Wood Buffalo, Jasper, Banff, Elk 
Island, and Waterton. Here you can watch 
animals, stargaze, climb mountains, hike or 
just relax and breathe in the fresh air. 
Alberta's population is about three million 
people with many different backgrounds. 
They live in large cities or small 
communities in the middle of nowhere. The 
towns and cities are friendly and always 
welcome people from near and far. They 
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have facilities for you to go skating, 
swimming, golfing, playing hockey, or 
touring. 
There are many sites to see such as 
Vegreville's Pysanka, Mundare's sausage, 
Andrew's mallard duck, Glendon's perogy, 
Vilna's mushroom, and Smoky Lake's 
pumpkin. Edmonton's West Edmonton Mall 
is known all over the world. Fort McMurray 
has the Oil Sands along with the big 
machinery used to refine it. The Tyrrell 
Museum at Drumheller is home to Alberta's 
dinosaurs. Calgary is known for its great 
big stampede and Taber grows the finest 
corn. 
Alberta is well known for many things. 
The wild rose, the great horned owl, the big 
horned sheep, the lodge pole pine, and the 
bull trout are its emblems. National Hockey 
League stars Jarome Iginla, Daymond 
Langkow, and the famous Sutter brothers 
were all born here. Becky Scott skied her 
way to an Olympic medal with many 
different resources. It supplies one third of 
Canada's oil, gas and coal. There is also 
lots of farmland and we make bread from 
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the wheat and other grains that are grown 
here. Down south, Albertans have large 
cattle ranches where they raise Alberta 
Beef. Everyone living in this province and 
their children are able to go to great 
schools and hospitals. 
I love Alberta! It's the best in all 
of Canada and I am proud to call Alberta 
my home. 
Why I Like Alberta 
By Jon Sewell 
Valhalla School 
First, Grade 4 in District 1 
Alberta, home of the mighty moose, 
deep green forests, fresh mountain air, and 
wheat fields! The population of this great 
land is approximately 2,696,826. The 
provincial flower is the beautiful wild rose. 
The coat of arms shows the different types 
of land in Alberta, wheat fields, the prairies, 
the rolling hills, and the Rocky Mountains. 
These are all facts of Alberta, but the thing I 
like most about my province is that it is the 
land of opportunities. This province offers 
opportunities in employment, recreation, 
and education that are unique to our area. 
You can have any job you want in 
Alberta. You can go to college or university 
and get trainir.j in business and become a 
banker, get training in a professional career 
and become a doctor, or get training in a 
trade and become a mechanic. You could 
find employment in the oil sector because 
we are rich in fossil fuel and our oil patch is 
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booming. You could enter the exploration, 
drilling, or even the production department. 
Maybe the country is the place for you. You 
could ranch cows for meat and dairy, or 
maybe pigs or chickens. You could grow 
wheat, barley, or oats in the rich soil our 
land offers. The sky is the limit. If you're 
willing to put in the effort you can do 
anything. 
This great province offers many 
opportunities in recreation too. The Rocky 
Mountains offer amazing skiing and 
snowboarding areas as well as offering 
tourism. In the lush forests there is wild 
game such as deer, elk, and moose. In the 
mighty rivers there are trout and jackfish to 
catch and by most rivers and lakes there 
are camp sites. In the towns and cities 
there are usually ice rinks on which you can 
go skating on or even in which to go 
swimming. Outside some cities there are 
national parks like Jasper, Banff, Elk Island, 
and Waterton Lakes. We also have the 
Columbia Icefield. 
Education is an important part of our 
world. Alberta has tons of educational 
opportunities. We have historical sites like 
Drumheller and Pipestone. We have 
festivals like tne Heritage Festival to learn 
about other cultures. As well, we have so 
many museums that I've lost count! There 
are also colleges and universities with huge 
amounts of information. Most schools have 
libraries with tons of information too! 
I love my province. From north to 
south we will stand strong and protect our 
province. Alberta, a free province that is 
worth living in, worth fighting for! People out 
there love our province for opportunities it 
provides. It might be in employment, it 
might be in recreation, it might be in 
education. Whatever the opportunity, 
Alberta provides it. Thank you. 
Why I Like Alberta 
By Kelsey Tofeland 
Valhalla School 
First, Grade 6 in District 1 
Alberta Is a clean and free place. 
Alberta is not polluted. It is a place where 
everyone is friendly and everybody 
respects his or her neighbours. The country 
is lively and the schools are full of spirit and 
determination. All of the children respect 
his or her elders. Alberta is full of 
civilization and laughter. Alberta has a lot of 
beef lovers and Alberta beef is awesome. 
Our flag stand high! 
I know that a lot of Albertans love 
hockey and so do I. I play for the 
Beaverlodge Girls Pee Wee Team. We are 
doing really good and love it when we win a 
game. Albertans have high spirits and love 
to play hockey as well. I know a lot of kids 
like to play hockey and a lot of kids have 
dreams to make it to the National Hockey 
League or the Olympics. I like the fact that 
Alberta allows girls to play hockey as well. I 
also like the fact that no matter if you are a 
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girl or boy you still cheer each other on. Not 
only do kids play Albertan hockey but 
adults do too. I love Albertan hockey! 
Often, I think to myself what it would 
be if Alberta were to be invaded by lots of 
people. Then Alberta would not be a free 
place, but I doubt and hope that will ever 
happen. If I were to be given a choice in 
which province to live in, I would 
automatically pick Alberta. I am Albertan! I 
like Alberta! Alberta is the place to be! 
Alberta's information is fascinating as 
well. The capital of Alberta is Edmonton. 
Alberta is one of the greatest oil-producing 
regions in North America. On the provincial 
coat of arms, the cross of St. George at the 
top symbolizes Alberta's historic 
association with Great Britain. The 
mountains and foothills in the center stand 
for the Canadian Rockies. The field of 
wheat at the bottom represents Alberta's 
chief agricultural crop. The coat of arms 
was adopted in 1907. Alberta does not 
have a provincial flag. The floral emblem is 
the Wild Rose. 
The Calgary Stampede is probably 
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Alberta's most popular annual event. This 
week-long rodeo, featuring exciting Chuck 
Wagon Races every evening, is held in 
Calgary each July. Alberta is the place to 
be! It is free, it is full of excitement and it is 
a loving and caring place. I like the fact that 
Alberta is a province where there are so 
many great thing going on, like the Annual 
Bonspiel, the International Collegiate Ski 
Meet, the Jasper Winter Carnival, the 
Spring Livestock Show, and the Summer 
Festival. 
Often people come from lots of other 
places and have a vacation in Alberta. 
They can visit the biggest mall in the world, 
the West Edmonton Mall there is lots to do 
there. They can go skiing and 
snowboarding in Banff and Jasper and a lot 
more places. Those are only a few places 
there are still lots more. 
I like Alberta for every single one of 
these reasons, don't you? Alberta is 
definitely the real amazing, fantastic, 
exciting, fascinating, place to live in forever 
and evermore. I love Alberta! It is the place 
to be! 
Alberta, the Place To Be 
By Timothy Lepp 
Valhalla School 
First, Grade 5 in District 1 
The place to be is Alberta. Why? It 
has a ton of resources, but the U.SS. 
always takes them away. We have 
resources such as oil, gas, coal, wood, and 
rich soil. The soil is so rich, you could farm 
anything on awesome land if we only had 
Summer. In Alberta, we farm fescue, hay, 
canola and wheat. 
It has both city and country scenes. 
We have the country to exercise, have fun, 
and play games. Alberta has jobs, snow, 
sun, Indian Summer, and Spring. It's like all 
countries in one. 
It lies in a country that made a sport 
called hockey. We have the Rocky 
Mountains, Banff, Jasper, Calgary, 
Edmonton, and Valhalla Centre. Calgary is 
a tourist spot because it has the Stampede 
for some rodeo action. Yee - Haw!! The 
Calgary Tower should get a spin on the 
tourism. The Calgary Zoo is bearing up on 
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the list. The Calgary Museum is really 
Tutty! Drumheller's Dinosaur Museum is 
really dino-mite! Or is it exploring the 
badlands that thrills you the most (or kills)? 
Or maybe it's going on archeology digs is 
what you do? Or maybe it's Edmonton and 
its Provincial Museum that shows your 
knowledge of your history? The C.F.R. that 
really bucks you off? The Space Science 
Centre (Odysseum) that really blows you 
up ? Or maybe shopping at the West 
Edmonton Mall (W.E.M.) will drive you to 
the west end? The farm fair will drive you 
farmy. The horse racing at Northlands Park 
will make you run for your money. John 
Jansen Nature Centre really makes you 
exercise. Parliament Buildings will make 
you have a headache. 
Slave Lake will make sure that you 
can ski, swim, fish, and boogie board until 
you are sick of it. Ya, Ya, O.K., it is great 
and all of that is fun, but what is that and 
add camping equals 0 Wait a second.... We 
forgot the mini-golf. And that equals one 
great lake! 
Banff and Jasper have the mountains 
and rivers with lots of activities like river 
rafting. Hiking is a living. Ouch! A rock just 
hit me on the head while I was rock 
climbing through the mountain scenery, 
and it is terrific! The sight seeing from up 
here is awesome! To make my way 
downhill, I will ski. This is fast! 
I saved the best for last - Valhalla 
Centre! You may not have heard of it, but it 
is the best of them all. For Valhalla Centre 
has the Mercantile Cafe, with food made 
from scratch which is awesomely good and 
wholesome. The Troll Park represents its 
connection with Norway. There is biking 
and horseback riding through the lush 
fields. The skating at the rink puts you in 
shape. The Public Library may be small, 
but its service is the best! 
Alberta has a place for everyone, so 
Alberta is the place to be! 
Why I Like Alberta 
By Kaylene Roth 
St. Michael's School, Bow Island 
First, Grade 5 in District 4 
Alberta is the best province because it 
has many great things in it. Some of the 
things are the outdoors, the different kinds 
of wildlife and going to tourist attractions. 
I like the outdoors because the lakes 
are good to go fishing a lot. We eat all the 
pike that we catch. Another thing we go to 
the mountains and hike. I am really lucky to 
be able to see the mountains because lots 
of other people can't see them and they are 
beautiful. I like the smell of the pine trees 
and the wind blowing through the treetops. 
Another thing I enjoy, there are 
animals that you don't always see in other 
provinces. Deer are hard to find in most 
provinces. Deer are so quick that you don't 
see them in the fields. Some deer live in 
the city and walk in the golf courses eating 
the grass and laying under shady trees. We 
even see their baby deer. Another animal in 
Alberta is the gopher. Gophers aro very 
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fast; my brother likes to hunt them with a 
snare. They are too fast for my brother. I 
like how they stand up tall on their back 
legs and look out on the prairie. If you get 
close they run into their holes. Gophers 
make tunnels underground so they can 
travel a long way without being seen by 
their enemies. 
The best thing I like about Alberta is 
that it has tons of tourist attractions. Some 
are places you go just because they are 
fun. They are the Calgary Zoo, Callaway 
Park, the Calgary Stampede and the West 
Edmonton Mall. You could spend all day 
there and not run out of things to do. Other 
tourist attractions I like are the museums 
like Drumheller, the Remington Carriage 
Centre and Heritage Park. I have been 
there three times. All these places tell us 
about Alberta's past. All these things, the 
outdoors, the wildlife and the tourist 
attractions, make Alberta one of the best 
places to live in Canada! 
Alberta, The Place To Be 
By Trevor Ferguson 
Champion Community School, 
First, Grade 6 in District 4 
Alberta has always been an amazing 
place. From the Rocky Mountains to the 
dusty plains you can find diversity 
everywhere. There are lush green forests, 
dry hills and enormous cities. The different 
cultures found in Alberta make it such an 
interesting place. The Asian immigrants, 
the natives and others make it feel as if an 
Albertan city is a tiny world where different 
cultures live together. 
The cities of Alberta have many 
distinctive architectural landmarks. The 
majestic Calgary Tower awes pedestrians 
as they crane their necks to gaze at the 
glorious wonder, while West Edmonton 
Mall houses an amazing array of shops, 
complete with amusement park and hotel. 
Many beautiful Parliament buildings adorn 
the Edmonton scenery while the 
Saddledome show Calgary's western ways. 
Albertan buildings show the imaginative 
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abilities of this province's people. 
There are several thriving industries in 
Alberta. From agriculture to mining, our 
natural resources seem non-ending. Much 
of Canada's grain is harvested right here, 
also over ninety-seven percent of our 
nation's oil comes from Alberta. The scene 
of tractors and cattle appears as frequently 
as a passing car. Our industries are full of 
profit that helps keep our nation running. 
Alberta has a very interesting climate. 
Thirty degrees Celsius weather on sunny 
days suddenly turns into freezing 
snowstorms and vice versa. The strong 
winds turn gigantic windmills of the western 
foothills all year round, creating energy. 
There's an old Albertan saying, "If you don't 
like the weather, wait five minutes." 
Our province has many recreational 
opportunities. The thrill of having skiing, 
golf, swimming and various other things all 
in one place is great! Albertan cities have a 
vast amount of fun activities for the whole 
family to enjoy but an adventurer can get to 
towering mountains in the Rockies in mere 
minutes. 
The great amount of fun to be had here is a 
good reason to make Alberta a vacation 
destination. 
What sets Alberta apart for me is the 
sense of well being that you can only get 
when you are home. Alberta is different 
from the rest of the world and that's what 
makes it so special. I know in future years I 
will always be an Albertan! 
My Family History In Alberta 
By Boe Biggs 
Delburne Centralized School 
Second, Grade 4 in District 3 
My name is Boe Biggs and the Biggs 
family has been in Alberta for 100 years. 
George Henry Biggs Sr. came in 1905. He 
bought two quarters of land. On one they 
had to break ten acres a year so the 
government would give them a good deal. 
At first, he lived with his cousins for a while 
to get stuff ready for his family. He went 
back to Missouri to bring his wife and 
daughter back in 1906. They lived only four 
miles away from where we live today. No 
one lives there any more but we still own 
the land. George Henry was an auctioneer. 
He was well known around the area 
because he used a cane to sell stuff at the 
sales. He died in 1965 a few days before 
he was turning 90. 
When Maud Biggs, George's wife, 
came to Alberta she did not see another 
white woman for six months. She must 
have been sad. She had three kids and one 
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was named George Henry Biggs Jr. Ha is 
my Great Granddad. He was born in 1912 
and he is still living today. He grew up on 
the farm helping his dad on the farm. He 
married Olive Mackay in 1935, and moved 
to section 7-36-22. He worked at the 
Calgary Stampede. He worked there for 50 
years. He got the Queens Jubilee award 
two years ago for helping make Alberta a 
great place to live. He now lives in Lousana 
and his youngest son lives on Granddad's 
farm. 
My Grandpa Richard Henry Biggs was 
born in 1939. He lives fives miles north of 
where Granddad lived. He likes to spend 
lots of time with us. We like to help him 
harvest and combine. He married my 
Grandma Gloria Schlag in 1965 and they 
had my Dad in 1972. His name is Jay 
Jason Biggs. He went to school in Delburne 
and helped out on the farm. He went 
hunting on the farm and in the winter he 
had his own quad. He married my mom 
Laura Beck in 1994 and I was born in 1995 
at Milk River, Alberta. Then we lived in 
Lousana for a year and then we moved to 
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the farm. The Biggs family has been 
farming for over 100 years in Alberta. I, 
Boe, want to farm when I grow up. 
The Biggs have also given land to 
Alberta. A cousin of George Henry Sr. had 
a lot of land. Judge Biggs, who came in 
1904, gave some of his land for the hamlet 
of Lousana to be built on. He got to name 
the town. At first he named it Louisiana. But 
there was already a town named Louisiana 
and it was confusing for the mail so they 
too out the two i's and it is now Lousana. 
We are happy that we are living here in the 
Lousana, Alberta area. 
Why I Like Alberta 
By Ryan Mehle 
Mix 
Second, Grade 6 in District 3 
I like Alberta. Alberta is the best place 
because all the friends I have live here. I 
really like all the animals that live here. 
There are beavers, moose, many geese, 
lots of deer, and many other amazing 
animals that live in this unique province. 
The landscape here is very astonishing in 
many ways. The Rocky Mountains are tall 
and quite cool standing at the western 
border of Alberta. 
There is a lot of oil dug up here every 
year. In fact, Eighty-Six Percent of 
Canada's oil comes from this province 
alone. That is more than all the rest of 
Canada put together Now that is a lot of 
oil! 
One of my favorite places in Alberta is 
Drumheller. This city is the dinosaur capital 
of the world. It is situated in the Alberta 
badlands. The Royal Tyrell Museum is in 
this city. In the back of this museum there 
is almost always people trying to extract 
dinosaur bones from rock. 
The Calgary Zoo is a huge zoo with 
very many animals. There is everything 
from peacocks to gophers. There is an 
African exhibit with elephants, giraffes and 
even hippos. The African exhibit has two 
tigers. They look vicious. There are many 
places to buy souvenirs in this massive 
zoo. This place is home to many amazing 
animals. Almost any animal you can think 
of is here. 
There is one other place in Alberta 
that I think is awesome. It is call West 
Edmonton Mall. This mall has a water perk, 
themed bedrooms, very many rides, and 
almost every store you can think of. West 
Edmonton Mall (or West Ed for short) is 
sure to meet all your needs while you enjoy 
your stay. West Ed is possibly Alberta's 
best tourist attraction. 
I think Alberta is the greatest place to 
be! 
Why I Like Alberta 
By Tyler Burgess 
Galbraith Elementary, Lethbridge 
First, Grade 4 in District 4 
I like Alberta because of the way the 
mountains pop out and how the air is so 
nice and fresh like a new flower blooming 
its petals. I love the way the grass is green 
as green can be. 
And how good our mountain water is. 
It's clear as the sky itself. And the way 
grass is so long in the prairie. I love the 
way the sun pops out of the sky. The gentle 
breeze on my face when I am out fishing in 
the mountains of Beaver Mine, and the way 
you walk in the mountains and see the 
beautiful sight of the Alberta animals. 
I like the sight of the sunset as it 
slowly slopes down the side of the 
mountains. And the beautiful sound of the 
river. And in the cities there are beautiful 
parklands in Alberta. And the wonderful 
shopping malls here. You can buy anything 
in any shopping place in Alberta. I love the 
prairies because you can see hundreds of 
miles out and farther. And I love all the 
animals in the prairies. I love fishing in the 
lakes of Alberta, and hunting in the forests 
of Alberta the best. 
I like Alberta because we have the 
best beef in Canada. I like Alberta because 
of how the snowflakes float on your tongue. 
I love Alberta because we have the best 
hockey players in the world. I love Alberta 
because we are free and we can do 
anything we want to when we want to. I 
love Alberta because we are the best and 
have the most beautiful sights you will ever 
see. And we are the best province in 
Canada. I love Alberta because it is my 
home and my home is the best place to be. 
Alberta, The Place To Be 
By Jordan Hainsworth 
Leslieville Elementary 
Second, Grade 4 in District 53 
Alberta is the place to be. Alberta has 
many different landscapes; they are the 
Mountains, Prairies, Parklands, and 
Northern Forests. There are many different 
things that are unique in each landscape. 
People of Alberta are great, who you can 
call friends, family and neighbours. 
The mountains of Alherta are world 
famous, and part of the majestic Rocky 
Mountains, which stretch from Alaska to the 
Gulf of Mexico. Banff and Jasper National 
Parks, known world wide, have been set 
aside for Canadians and the world to see 
and enjoy the animals and the scenery. 
Visitors can go hiking into pristine 
wilderness or drink the water from glaciers. 
The glaciers in the Columbia Icefields are 
accessible so everyone can go up to or 
even on them, even handi-capped people. 
In the winter you can go on the ski hills, 
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near Banff and Jasper, which are the best 
in Canada and probably in the world. If you 
are going on a holiday, mounta ;ns are the 
place to be. 
The unique and different prairies have 
good soil, so lots of farmers have been 
farming there. The prairies are famous for 
none other than the World Heritage site 
"Head Smashed In Buffalo Jump". Medicine 
Hat and Lethbridge are the big cities in the 
prairie landscape. Prairies are known for 
Chinooks. Chinooks are warm dry winds 
that come from the Pacific Ocean. If you 
want to go camping you would love the 
Cypress Hills in southeastern Alberta. 
The parklands have the largest cities 
in Alberta. It is the landscape with the most 
people. Edmonton has the second largest 
shopping mall in the world. Edmonton is the 
capital city of Alberta, where the 
government of Alberta is. Calgary is the 
home of the world famous Calgary 
Stampede, the greatest outdoor show on 
earth. One of the best parts of the 
parklands is the Wild Rapids Water Slides 
at Sylvan Lake. This is the best place to 
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raise a family. 
The northern forests are the largest 
landscape in Alberta. It has mostly trees, so 
much; the trees are harvested for 
lumbering. 
Northern Forests are made up of 
rolling plains. The oil sands beside Fort 
McMurray can supply oil to Alberta and 
Canada for many years. The large rivers 
are Peace River and Athabasca River. And 
one of the largest National Parks is Wood 
Buffalo. The unique area is in the Peace 
River District. It is famous because so 
much farming is done so far north. If you 
could go camping, what better place to go 
than the northern forests? 
Alberta is the place to call home. 
Alberta, The Place To Be 
By Courtney Taylor 
Leslieville Elementary 
Third for Grade 4, in District 3 
Alberta is a place to call home. Alberta 
has a whole mix of landscapes that have 
unique or special features. The people of 
Alberta are great! They are people who you 
would want to call family, friends or even 
neighbours. 
The parkland landscape has the most 
people because it has the largest cities. 
One large city is Calgary. Calgary is world 
famous because of the Stampede, which is 
the greatest outdoor show on earth. The 
other city is Edmonton, our capital city and 
home of the second largest shopping mall 
in the world. 
The badlands are close to Drumheller. 
Drumheller has dinosaur fossils and bones. 
Another wild known site is the Royal Tyrell 
Museum of Paleontology. The countryside 
is full of very productive farms because the 
soil is very rich. At Sylvan Lake, they have 
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the Wild Rapid Water Slide. Alberta 
parkland is the place to be. 
The northern forest has a lot of trees 
which is used for lumbering. The northern 
forests has a unique area, the Peace River 
District where productive farming is done 
so far north. Near Fort McMurray, there are 
oil sands which can supply Albertans and 
Canadians with oil for many years. In the 
northern forest there are some large rivers, 
the Peace River and the Athabasca. The 
northern forest has one of the largest 
National Parks whish is Wood Buffalo 
Park. The Northern forest would be a good 
place for doing lumbering. 
The Rocky Mountains of Alberta are a 
part of the cordillera, which stretches from 
Alaska to Mexico. Our mountains are made 
up of majestic high rocky sparkly snow­
capped mountain peaks and tree filled 
valleys. High up in the mountains are the 
Columbia Ice fields where we find five of 
the largest glaciers in the world. Everyone 
can go up to or on the beautiful glaciers. 
The Columbia Ice fields are the beginning 
of two large rivers, which are the 
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Athabasca and the North Saskatchewan. At 
the Columbia Ice field you can even drink 
the clean crystal clear water. People come 
to the mountains because of the awesome 
spectacular animals and scenery. 
The prairies are awesome but 
different. They are even unique. The 
prairies are dry and arid, flat and even 
treeless. People have learned to farm and 
ranch because this landscape has rich 
black soil, This landscape had native grass 
but the farmers ploughed it up. In the 
prairies is the Head Smashed In Buffalo 
Jump. The unique feature of the prairie is 
the Cypress Hills Provincial Park, which is 
in the southeast corner of Alberta. It is now 
a place to holiday in which you can go 
golfing, hiking, biking and even boating. 
The animals like the pronghorn have 
learned to survive in this environment. The 
prairies have Medicine Hat and Lethbridge, 
two large cities. The prairies are known for 
the Chinooks, which are warm dry winds. 
The prairies are a unique place to be. 
The beautiful landscapes and nice 
people make Alberta a place to be. 
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Why I Lite Alberta 
By Katelynn Allison 
Delburne Centralized School 
Second for Grade 5, in District 3 
I love Alberta. It Is my home. It is also 
where I was born. I think it is the most fun 
province to live in. 
It has a lot of tourist attractions like ... 
Calgary to go up the tower, to see the 
Calgary Stampede, Edmonton, to go to the 
biggest mall in the world called the West 
Edmonton Mall, Donalda, to see the big 
lamp, Vegreville to see the big Easter Egg 
and Vulcan to see the Spaceship. It also 
has Sylvan Lake where you can ride on a 
boat around the lake to see all the pretty 
houses and many other wonderful and 
beautiful things. 
Alberta also has a lot of hockey teams 
like the Edmonton Oilers, Red Deer Rebels 
and the one, the only CALGARY FLAMES. 
We have also go a lot of football teams like 
the Calgary Stampeders and the Edmonton 
Eskimos. 
I also like Alberta because of its 
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wonderful scenery and all of the beautiful 
animals and the big houses. In Alberta 
there are lots of opportunities to ski and 
snowboard, to skate, and play hockey. 
There is also snow that you can skldoo in 
and toboggan in. I tell you we have a lot of 
great hockey players. We have a lot of 
hotels to stay in and go on vacation that 
have huge hotel rooms, suites, Jacuzzis 
and more. 
As you can see Alberta is a fun and 
entertaining province to live in. 
If you move into this province I think 
you will feel pretty welcome. I tell you when 
I was a baby I felt very welcome and I didn't 
feel sad, mad or unwelcome at all. I hope 
that if you are new in this province you will 
feel the same way I did. So if you come 
here for a vacation or anything I hope you 
have as much fun as I do. And that is why I 
like Alberta. 
My Grandma! 
By Jennifer Celeste Weeks 
Redwater School 
First, Grade 5 in District 2 
Living in Boyne Lake, Alberta was 
quite different and Alberta changed 
immensely. Today is different than when 
Grandma was a wee lass. From 
interviewing her, I gleaned a tremendous 
amount of information about living in 
Alberta long ago. I discovered much about 
Christmas, school, medicine, and lots of 
other things that have changed from the 
past. 
My grandma's name is Helen Pityn 
and she came here when she was ten 
months old. When she was born, it was the 
depression. Her father too everything he 
could and put it in two boxcars. Her family 
moved here because of the depression. 
When Grandma moved here, she and her 
family lived in Cache Lake, Alberta for two 
years. Then she and her family moved to 
Boyne Lake, Alberta. Her family was very 
poor but they managed to live on a farm. 
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She has two brothers and eight sisters. Her 
sisters were a lot of fun, but her parents 
were very strict, so she got a lot of 
switchings. 
On the farm, grandma and her family 
were very poor. She and her siblings had to 
walk three miles to and from school. Their 
school was a one-room school from grade 
one to eight. Grandma helped teach the 
younger kids. There were only nineteen 
kids in her school. Every year, her school 
would perform Spring and Christmas 
concerts for the adults. 
Grandma and her siblings played a 
lot of games, some of the games that they 
played were: Baseball, Fox and Goose, 
Hide and Seek, Sheep, Sheep, Come 
Home, anti-l-over, Hopscotch, Fox and 
Deer, May I, and Pussy-Wants-A Corner. 
She only had a few hobbies which are 
sewing and knitting. My grandma probably 
had way more chores than I'll ever have, 
and enough to match (or overrun) all her 
games. 
She did all the dishes and clothes, 
swept the floor, and did all the other 
housework. She made mud and plastered 
buildings around the farm, seeded, hoed, 
weeded the garden, and milked three to 
five cows every morning and night. She 
stoked grain, hauled water from the well, 
and cleaned the barn. Finally, grandma 
picked berries and helped her mom and her 
sisters with the canning. 
My grandma also learned how to hunt 
a little. She caught partridges by setting the 
family dogs on the bird and scare it up a 
tree. Grandma and her siblings would 
snare the bird with a Saskatoon pole with 
snare-wire on it. She and her siblings would 
raise the Saskatoon pole into the tree and 
snare the partridge. The family mostly got 
their food from the garden and farm. Some 
of the foods they ate were lots of eggs, 
chickens, veal and pigs, and they picked 
wild mushrooms and berries. 
When Grandma was little, she didn't 
get toys and presents like us now. She 
usually got for Christmas a big double box 
of oranges, a big box of apples, and some 
nuts and candies. She never had toys 
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except what she made herself. As 
Grandma got older, she asked for a job 
next door. At the neighbours, she worked 
for two weeks in the summer milking nine 
cows morning and night, separating the 
milk, and feeding the pigs with the skim 
milk and chop, and washing up after! She 
only got five dollars for all this work. 
The medicine was very poor back 
then. If Grandma or some other sibling 
stepped on a nail (which they always did 
during the summer since they ran around 
barefoot), her mom would soak the foot in 
salty water. Her mom then put coal oil on 
the foot. My Grandma once got burned 
pretty badly. She had to go outside without 
clothes until the burn scabbed over. Back 
then there were very few vehicles. Farm 
work was done by horsepower. There was 
no gas-powered machinery so the family 
had to pick rocks by hand. There was so 
refrigeration, and they used ice and well 
water to cool their food. 
Grandma knew it would be better 
once she left the farm. Her happiest time 
since then was when she had her first child. 
Ever since, she has always been happy 
about seeing her grandkids. 
Overall, I acquired that one dollar was 
a lot of money and that farm work back 
then was way harder than today. From then 
on horse and wagon were replaced by 
cars. Money has gone way up so one dollar 
changed to one thousand dollars. From my 
personal view, back then was way harder 
to live than now days. 
Alberta the Place to Be! 
By Connor Roland, 
Mannvllle School 
Third, Grade 5 in District 2, 
I like Alberta. It has so much to offer. 
It's wildlife parks are labulous. The views 
are amazing. There are lots of activities like 
skating, hockey, sledding and skiing. It has 
water parks that are great for summer and 
in the winter we have awesome carnivals. 
Each city has very special attractions. 
Edmonton has a cool fair called Klondike 
Days. It has West Edmonton Mall with the 
world's biggest water slide. Many shopping 
malls are in Edmonton. There is a fort 
called Fort Edmonton, which tells the 
history of Edmonton. There is a great 
hockey team called the Edmonton Oilers. 
Banff and Jasper are in Alberta's 
Rocky Mountains. They have great skiing 
hills and other tourist attractions. They are 
in National Parks and the mountains and 
lakes are very beautiful. 
Calgary has beautiful science centers. 
It has an Olympic Park, which is perfect. 
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There is a rodeo every year called the 
Calgary Stampede. There is a park called 
Calloway Park with a big water slide and a 
really nice roller coaster. 
Drumheller is a small city. It has the 
very famous Tyrell Museum. It has so many 
dinosaurs. I have been there myself. It has 
very cool badlands that have cool shapes 
of rocks that look like giant mushrooms. In 
the middle of Drumheller is the world's 
largest dinosaur in which you can see all of 
Drumheller. 
Many more attractions are in many 
more cities in beautiful Alberta. I hope you 
will come and visit. 
Why I Like Alberta! 
By Kerri Pangrass, 
Wes Hosford Elementary 
Second, Grade 5 in District 2 
Alberta is a wonderful place to be. 
One reason why I like life in Alberta is 
because of all the farmers living on the 
outside borders of Alberta. Because they all 
do such a great job keeping rats out of 
Alberta, I'm thankful (And I'm sure many 
others are too). There are many interesting 
things to do in Alberta. For instance, the 
Calgary Zoo is amazing! There are so 
many cool animals that you don't see very 
often in other zoos. And the Calgary 
Dinosaur Park is so cool! It is really neat to 
be able to see what scientists imagined 
dinosaurs looked like so long ago. Another 
awesome place in Alberta is Drumheller. 
When you drive in, it feels like you're 
driving into a replica of Jurassic Park! The 
Drumheller Reptile World is really 
interesting. The people there will tell you 
some really neat facts about all the reptiles 
there. Maybe, if you're lucky, you can even 
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get a chance to hold Brittany, a boa 
constrictor at Reptile World! I can 
guaiantee that anyone can learn loads 
about reptiles from going there. And, one of 
my favorite places in Alberta is Edmonton. 
This place is one of my favorite places in 
Alberta for one reason: West Edmonton 
Mall. Being the biggest mall in the world, it 
has the best places to shop. One of my 
favorite places in West Edmonton Mall is 
the World Waterpark. They have the best 
waterslides in the world! Another neat place 
to visit is Galaxyland. They have all kinds of 
really fun rides to go on. But my absolute 
favorite places in West Edmonton Mall are 
Build-A-Bear-Workshop, where you can 
actually make your own stuffy, and the 
West Edmonton Mall Candy Shop. That, to 
me, is the best thing about Edmonton. And, 
last but not least, a really cool place in 
Alberta is Jasper. The really cool thing 
about Jasper is that it has Jasper National 
Park. I think that Jasper National Park has 
the best ski slopes ever! And the most 
important reason why I like Alberta is that 
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Alberta is one of the twelve provinces in 
Canada. The reason I like that so much is 
because Canada is one of the only 
countries to never declare war. Canada is a 
peacekeeping nation. Those are all the 
reasons why I like Alberta. I hope that 
reading this essay has given everyone 
more good perspective on Alberta. 
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